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Résumé (version française) 

 

Cette thèse présente des études visant à résoudre les problèmes d’intégration de procédés dans 

la fabrication de commutateurs radiofréquence ohmiques de systèmes microélectromécaniques 

de (RF MEMS) encapsulés par une métallurgie de contact Au-Ru et un collage eutectique de 

gaufres Al-Ge pour l'encapsulation au niveau des gaufres (Wafer-Level Packaging, WLP). 

Bien que les commutateurs MEMS RF non encapsules aient montré des attributs prometteurs, 

leur faible fiabilité a limité leur développement en produits pratiques, exigeant la compatibilité 

avec une solution de collage hermétique. 

Le premier article, intitulé ‹‹Exploring Ru compatibility with Al-Ge eutectic wafer 

bonding››, et son supplément examinent les effets de liaison associés au ruthénium (Ru), un 

métal réfractaire. La compatibilité du Ru avec un procédé de collage de gaufres a été très par 

inexplorée. 

Le texte principal de cette section présente les résultats d'expériences de recuit des 

dépôts pleine plaque avec des configurations de Ru, Al et Ge pour répondre aux préoccupations 

concernant l'empoisonnement des alliages ternaires, la mouillabilité de la masse fondue sur le 

Ru, et le Ru en tant que contaminant diffusant dans Al et Ge. Une brève exploration de la 

fenêtre de procédé de composition pour les alliages Al-Ge contaminés par Ru est faite à partir 

des diagrammes de phase disponibles, et des résultats de collage fort avec des gaufres de 

produits réels avec des contacts Ru sont présentés. L'article conclut que Ru a une compatibilité 

élevée dans une fenêtre de procédé de composition étroite attendue de température de fusion 

marginalement réduite pour l'alliage Al-Ge. Des documents complémentaires traitent de 

problèmes d'intégration autres dans le procédé de collage réel associés au Ru: épaississement 

de l'alumine, contamination par le Ru et aggravation de la topographie d'Al. Il s'agit de défis 

pour la surface de l'aluminium, qui perd progressivement sa capacité de collage avec le Ge au 

cours du procédé de fabrication, et qui peuvent être évités avec de l'aluminium de collage non 

traité sans exposition au Ru. 

Le deuxième article, intitulé ‹‹Mitigating re-entrant etch profile undercut in Au etch 

with an aqua regia variant››, et son matériel supplémentaire examinent les résultats de la 

gravure de l'Au et les conséquences de la liaison sur le contact principalement infligées à l'Au. 

La métallisation thermiquement stable de l'Au sur le Si pour les contacts dans les dispositifs 

encapsulés est un défi d'intégration considérable. 

Le texte principal de cette section décrit une étude sur le profil de gravure de variantes 

d'empilement de métallisation Au avec des couches d'adhérence pour distinguer la sous-coupe 

basée sur la délamination de la sous-coupe galvanique lors de l'utilisation d'une solution à base 

d'eau régale, montrant quel mécanisme est applicable pour ce réactif de gravure. Un bref 

examen de l'électrochimie de l'agent de gravure est effectué pour expliquer le résultat inhabituel 

de la surgravure galvanique atténuée confirmée par cette analyse, le contrôle de la délamination 

éliminant ou minimisant la surgravure pour les films d'Au épais. Dans les documents 

complémentaires, l'évolution de la surface de l'or est suivie tout au long du procédé de 

fabrication, le cycle thermique de collage des gaufres étant considéré comme le plus important. 

La formation de bosses et le délaminage de l'or sont les principaux défis à relever, et la 

segmentation des caractéristiques de l'or est une option d'atténuation importante qui augmente 

l'impact de toute contre-dépouille de l'or. 

Ensemble, ces chapitres permettent de mieux comprendre la compatibilité 

contact/liaison. Les travaux futurs nécessaires et prometteurs pour la microfabrication et le 

conditionnement des MEMS RF sont présentés en conclusion de cette thèse. 

 

Mots clés: Gravure d'or, intégration de procédés, commutateur MEMS RF, ruthénium, collage 

de gaufres. 
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Abstract (English version) 

 

This dissertation presents studies to resolve process integration problems in the fabrication of 

packaged radio frequency microelectromechanical system (RF MEMS) ohmic switches with a 

Au-Ru contact metallurgy and Al-Ge eutectic wafer bonding for wafer-level packaging (WLP). 

While unpackaged RF MEMS switches have shown promising attributes poor reliability has 

limited their development into practical products, demanding compatibility with a hermetic 

sealing solution.  

The first article, titled ‘Exploring Ru compatibility with Al-Ge eutectic wafer bonding,’ 

and its supplemental material examine bond impacts associated with the refractory metal 

ruthenium (Ru). The compatibility of Ru with a wafer bonding process has been virtually 

unexplored. 

The main text of this section outlines the results of blanket deposition annealing 

experiments with Ru, Al and Ge configurations to address concerns of ternary alloy poisoning, 

melt wettability on Ru, and Ru as a diffusing contaminant in Al and Ge. A brief exploration of 

the composition process window for Al-Ge alloys contaminated with Ru is made from available 

phase diagrams, and strong bond outcomes with real product wafers with Ru contacts are 

presented. The article concludes that Ru has high compatibility within an expected narrow 

composition process window of marginally reduced melting temperature for Al-Ge alloy. 

Supplemental material addresses additional process integration problems in the real bond 

process associated with Ru: alumina thickening, Ru contamination and Al hillock aggravation. 

These are challenges for the Al surface, which progressively loses bonding ability with Ge 

through the fabrication process, and can be obviated with unprocessed bonding Al without Ru 

exposure. 

The second article, titled ‘Mitigating re-entrant etch profile undercut in Au etch with 

an aqua regia variant,’ and its supplemental material examine processed Au outcomes and 

bond-on-contact consequences primarily inflicted on Au. Thermally-stable Au metallization to 

Si for microswitch contacts in packaged devices is a considerable integration challenge. 

The main text of this section outlines an etch profile investigation of Au metallization 

stack variants with adhesion layers to discriminate delamination-based undercutting from 

galvanic undercutting when using an aqua regia-based solution, showing which mechanism is 

applicable for this etchant. A brief examination of the electrochemistry of the etchant is made 

to explain the unusual outcome of mitigated galvanic undercut confirmed by this analysis, with 

delamination control eliminating or minimizing undercut for thick Au films. In the 

supplemental material Au surface evolution is tracked across the fabrication process, with the 

wafer bonding thermal cycle being deemed most significant. Au hillocking and delamination 

are the primary challenges, and segmentation of Au features is a leading mitigation option that 

increases the impact of any Au undercut. 

Together these chapters develop an improved understanding of contact/bond 

compatibility. Necessary and promising future work for RF MEMS microfabrication and 

packaging is outlined at the conclusion of this dissertation. 

 

Key words: Au etch, process integration, RF MEMS switch, ruthenium, wafer bonding 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Limitations in electromechanical (EM) relays and solid-state switches such as PIN diodes and 

field effect transistors (FETs) have inspired the development of a gap-bridging class of 

switches based on microelectrochemical systems (MEMS) for radio frequency (RF) switching 

technology, generating the field of RF MEMS switches[1], [2], [3]. MEMS switches employ 

mechanical motion in special structures. Airgaps contribute high isolation and linearity[4], with 

miniaturization permitting switching on a microsecond timescale[2]. This combination makes 

them promising competitors in many RF switching applications, from telecommunication 

networks that need to conduct multiple signals in a line to satellites that need to minimize the 

size of all parts. On-state resistance and off-state capacitance define a switch’s figure of merit 

(FoM), an assessment of its electrical properties. Fig. 1.1 illustrates the general trend of FoM 

improvement between different switching technologies, favoring MEMS switches. 

 

1Fig. 1.1: General FoM comparisons between solid state, phase change material/metal-

insulator transition, and MEMS switches. From [5]. 

 

Other comparisons favor MEMS while outlining some challenges. EM relays have a 

considerable footprint with their bulk as well as cost, and can be expected to switch in a 

millisecond timescale. Furthermore, metal-metal contact under high force limits lifetime to a 

few million cycles when lifetimes up to 1 billion cycles are desirable [6], setting a reliability 

challenge for MEMS switches. In comparison to solid state switches MEMS switches offer 

superior linearity at higher frequencies, but suffer in terms of cost [7] by an order of magnitude. 
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The MEMS switch by itself can be considered cheap. However, this advantage is properly 

described as ‘potential for low cost’[8] because a full accounting of price must include the 

packaging to ensure reliability. Reliability is presently a very critical issue for RF MEMS 

switches. Generally, the switches require a hermetically sealed volume to preserve the contact 

against moisture and oxygen to ensure long-term reliability. Wafer-level packaging (WLP) 

minimizes the need for additional packaging after fabrication. By packaging an entire wafer’s 

worth of devices in a single wafer bonding process and avoiding the handling of unprotected 

devices with dicing tools, solder tools or manipulators for traditional packaging the outcome 

can be more surviving devices produced in a more economical and scalable fashion[9], [10]. 

Bond outcome to fuse wafers and produce an encapsulated device within a seal ring with 

electrical access through buried metal lines therefore has a significant impact on 

commercialization. Reliability is also determined by contact metallurgy contributing to 

challenges of resistance and stiction[11], and the mount for contact metal contributing to 

reduced restoring force[12]. A novel combination of thick Au on monocrystalline Si beams is 

featured in this work to offer high conductivity, low stiction to a Ru contact and enduring high 

restoring force. Patterning a thick Au conducting film metallized to Si with adhesion layers is 

challenging and therefore also critical for turning the device into a product. 

This thesis is dedicated to studying the compatibility of materials used for high-

reliability contacts and a wafer bonding process for hermetic WLP of an electrostatically-

actuated ohmic-contact RF MEMS switch. The switch makes use of a Au/Ru contact 

metallurgy favored for improved long-term reliability by mitigating stiction[13], with thick Au 

for high conductivity metallized on Si beams for high restoring force, and is packaged by an 

Al-Ge eutectic wafer bonding step to hermetically seal the device. The process integration 

problems overcome to achieve successful packaging of functional high-reliability devices are 

1) impacts of the contacting material Ru on the bond, and 2) patterning of thick Au with 

metallization to Si and general fabrication process impact on Au, discussed in the body of this 

thesis as two articles submitted for publication with supplemental material. Together these 

chapters develop an understanding of improved contact/bond compatibility. Necessary and 

promising future work for microfabrication with Ru and Au contacts in packaged RF MEMS 

switches is discussed at the conclusion. 
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Chapter 2: State of the Art 
 

This chapter outlines a state of the art for ohmic RF MEMS switches, with brief commentary 

on the development that produces the modern choices. It is decomposed into three sections: 

components, packaging and scope of interest. 

 

2.1 Components 

2.1.1 Electrostatic MEMS switches  

MEMS switches have movable microscopic parts to control a signal. Electrostatic actuation is 

favored, showing higher reliability, switching speed and compatibility with wafer-scale 

fabrication than other actuation options like magnetic[14], electromagnetic, piezoelectric, 

electrothermal[15], or shape memory alloy[4]. Electrostatic devices use the Coulomb force to 

actuate suspended structures, overcoming an elastic restoring force[15] to pull down the 

structure. These switches normally have passive opening; the switch should automatically open 

when voltage is removed under the restoring force.  

The MEMS switch can be actuated vertically or horizontally, designed as a cantilever 

or a fixed-fixed beam, configured as series or shunt switch, and can function as capacitive or 

ohmic[16]. In a capacitive switch design closing the switch increases the capacitance across a 

dielectric layer to transmit or shunt RF power. The switching element in a capacitive RF 

MEMS switch is a filter, making it unsuitable for low frequencies[1], while ohmic RF MEMS 

switches are continuously functional from DC to RF. In an ohmic switch design collapsing the 

structure provides electrical conduction through a metal bridge to transmit or shunt RF power. 

Early demonstrations[17] and the first practical product[3] were capacitive switches, reflecting 

challenges with ohmic switches. The key problems are the need to ensure ohmic contact by 

application of sufficient force with stronger actuation voltage[1], and poor reliability of the 

ohmic contact. This overview is focused on the ohmic switch. Fig. 2.1 depicts the general 

schematic of the ohmic MEMS switches discussed in this dissertation with contact and 

electrode configurations. 
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    (a)            (b) 

2Fig. 2.1: General schematic of an electrostatic ohmic MEMS switch. a) A signal is turned 

on/off by mechanical motion of a suspended structure such as a cantilever with a pull-down 

(actuation) electrode pair. Adapted from [3]. b) In the series contact configuration the switch 

closes an open signal line in the down state to turn the signal on (in contrast to shunt 

configuration). The broadside electrode configuration places actuation electrodes 

perpendicular to the signal line (in contrast to in-line configuration). Packaged switches in 

this thesis are of this general form. 

 

While offering superior switch figure of merit to solid-state switches, with higher 

isolation, lower insertion loss, or both, the high actuation voltage of an ohmic RF MEMS 

switch is problematic. The required voltages[1] are not compatible with many electronic 

devices and demand enlarged actuation electrodes, increasing switch area. A high restoring 

force is often desirable to prevent contact stiction and ensure switch opening, and collapsing a 

stiff structure requires high electrostatic force. The potential at which collapse occurs is the 

pull-in voltage, a critical switch metric. Reducing gap size and structure spring constant reduces 

pull-in voltage while simultaneously reducing the restoring force, producing an important need 

for optimization.  

Understanding of contact physics was initially poor[1] but has improved to select new 

material combinations[11], [13], [14], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22] to reduce stiction and 

resistance in studies focused on contact reliability. Table 2.1 compares contact material pair 

choices with selected advantages and challenges, with Au-Ru contacts being highly favored. 

By mitigating stiction a large restoring force becomes less necessary and actuation voltage can 

be lowered by increasing the length and joints of the suspended structure support to reduce 

spring constant[23], [24], resulting in serpentine lines (Fig. 2.2a). Another design choice to 

reduce actuation voltage is increasing contact force by reducing the area of contact to small, 

elevated dimples (Fig. 2.2b)[25], which also reduces the probability of stiction[26]. The gap 

size can also be reduced. 
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1Table 2.1: Contact material pair choices in MEMS switch contact studies with select 

advantages and challenges. [27] 

 

 

                                         (a)                  (b) 

3 Fig. 2.2: a) Example RF MEMS switch design features in a debonded device with 

serpentine joints, two actuation electrodes, and a central metal bridge, encapsulated in a seal 

ring. Design by Tejinder Singh [28]; b) Au contact dimple on Au bridge metallized onto Si 

with TiN underlayer visible with Au overetch. Design by Mohamed Najah [22]. These are 

images of devices that were characterized for the RF MEMS project discussed in this 

dissertation, taken by the author. 

 

There is no strong convergence to a favored design for RF MEMS; diverse membrane 

and beam shapes, vertical and horizontal movement, shunt and series configuration, cantilever 
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and fixed-fixed beam structures have all been reported for ohmic RF MEMS switches in the 

last ten years[16]. Teeterboard designs with active opening have been implemented[29], and 

alternative actuation continues to be explored in RF MEMS switches[30]. Strong solutions to 

isolated problems of actuation voltage and contact reliability need to be integrated together 

with no dominating solution, and a ‘final integration’ with wafer level packaging (WLP) has 

been delayed. 

The following sections of this Components overview focus on two key areas of ohmic 

RF MEMS switch: the contacts and the metallization mounted on the movable structure. 

 

2.1.2 Contacts 

Poor reliability in RF MEMS switches has been an enduring challenge, and most reliability 

issues in the ohmic switch occur at the contact. Switches generally fail by contact stiction and 

high resistance[19]. These modes are the result of multiple mechanisms. Contact behavior is a 

multiphysics problem[31] including mechanical, electrical and thermal interactions, and 

contact degradation occurs by several processes: topographic changes due to localized heat and 

pressure[11], material transfer[32], oxidation of surfaces, and formation of friction 

polymer[19]. The requirements placed on the contact materials for RF MEMS switches are 

then considerable: high conductivity, high melting point, high softening temperature, hardness, 

and resistance to oxidation[11]. 

Fig. 2.3 presents examples of the two general problem classes for ohmic contacts in 

deprocessed and debonded switches. In (a) a linear array of Si cantilevers has experienced 

stiction in the longest structures to prevent release from the surface. In (b) a Au contact dimple 

point from a Au-Ru switch after cycling has developed a film of carbonaceous material, the 

‘friction polymer’ formed by the catalytic behavior of the contact, which will accumulate and 

increase resistance over repeated cycles. 
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   (a)                 (b) 

4Fig. 2.3.  Challenges in ohmic switches: a) Stiction in a cantilever beam array, finding more 

stiction in longer suspended structures. Taken from [33]. b) Au contact dimple after switch 

cycling, showing a film of friction polymer. Taken from [32].  

  

Coutu et al. developed a systematic procedure for selecting metal alloys for electrical 

contacts for micro-switches, identifying ruthenium (Ru) as a strong candidate for alloying with 

Au, Pt or Pd[34]. Ru is hard, has a high melting point, and its oxide is a conductor. Fortini et 

al. investigated the nanocontact mechanics of Ru, expecting high reliability versus Au[13]. Up 

to this point Ru had only been employed in macroscopic relays due to a high contact force 

requirement, but in 2008 Ke et al. presented a RF MEMS switch with Au/Ru-Ru/Au 

contacts[21]. While they required four times as much force as their Au-Au equivalent they 

were more durable, with follow-up work[35] realizing a life-time enhancement of over ten 

times. Gilbert presented work on RF MEMS switch contacts with AuRu alloy, showing that 

Ru reduced adhesion[36]. Subsequent work has favored the combination. Several groups 

reported high performances with MEMS switches bearing Ru contacts[14], [20], [25], [37], 

[38], with Ru contacting or capping Au, confirming high stability[11] and resilience to 

problems of stiction and resistance[39]. 

The challenge of contact degradation has been well-met. But through this development 

an older problem remains. In 2001 Rebeiz and Muldavin wrote: 

‘In hindsight, it would have been better to develop the RF MEMS switch together with the 

package, as a single unit, with perfect compatibility between the two areas [packaging 

techniques and MEMS switches]. It is interesting to note that after 7-8 years of RF MEMS 

switch research and more than $100 million spent on this area there is not a single reliability 

test done on a hermetically packaged switch using wafer-scale techniques.’  
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-Rebeiz and Muldavin [3] 

Ke et al. used non-hermetic adhesive bonding in 2008, and to the present the majority 

of groups reporting high performances in RF MEMS switches still test unpackaged or non-

hermetically sealed devices, delaying the final integration with adequate bonding. The two-

way compatibility problem, resolving contact-on-bond and bond-on-contact impacts, has 

received minimal commentary and is potentially compounded with the current contact material 

selection. Ru compatibility with the packaging process must be clarified, a set of problems 

evaluated in the first article and supplemental material in Chapter 4. 

 

2.1.3 Mount and metallization 

Movable structures comprised of Si offer an advantage over less stiff materials like metals by 

introducing greater restoring force. They also have an advantage in switch lifetime: mechanical 

degradation in MEMS switches by fatigue reduces beam spring constant over time[40]. This 

will lower the elastic restoring force and introduce failure by stiction, and these aging 

mechanisms are associated with grain boundaries in polycrystalline material not affecting 

monocrystalline Si[41]. The issue of RF power loss to Si substrates can generally be resolved 

with high resistivity (HR) Si[42], but the impact of using low resistivity Si for the movable 

structure is minimized by the short length of the metallized Au bridge relative to the total signal 

path. 

Since high conductivity and oxidation resistance remain important for the contact, 

metallization of noble metals like Au on Si becomes relevant to this approach. Au adheres 

poorly to all oxides including thin native SiO2, and a more reactive metal like Ti or Cr is often 

selected to support noble metals[43]. These metallizations face multiple challenges for 

integration with the thermal cycle of a bonding process with problems of diffusion[44], 

intermetallics[34], oxide formation[45], stress and delamination[46]. Diffusion barriers such 

as TiN can be used to preserve the supported metal[47], but with annealing delamination and 

diffusion can occur[48]. Packaging below 350°C has been recommended[49] to conserve Au 

metallization in RF MEMS, but metallizations dedicated to high temperature applications with 

more effective barriers to preserve Au are possible[50], [51], [52]. Optimization with film 

thickness and deposition conditions can make functional barriers with TiN[44] comparing 

favorably with Ti/Pt/Au or Ti/Pd/Au[50].  
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However, the diversity of reported metallizations in the context of wafer bonding[53] 

with adhesive layers of Cr, Ti, W, TiW and NiCr indicates that the metallization problem for 

mounting noble metal on Si for packaged MEMS remains an area of exploration without an 

outstanding solution. Patterning of noble elements on metallic underlayers by wet etching is 

complicated by the creation of a galvanic couple between Au and the underlayer, a problem 

explored in the second article in Chapter 5. 

 

2.2 Wafer Level Packaging 

2.2.1 WLP overview and potential impacts 

Packaging must eliminate the influence of the environment on the switch, from external gases 

and moisture to mechanical protection[10]. It must simultaneously provide electrical access. 

Packaging has been a major impediment to the commercialization of RF MEMS switches, 

which show many favorable characteristics but suffer in terms of reliability and longevity. 

Traditional packaging (wire bonding, flip-chip) occurs after devices are separated by 

dicing, but wafer-level packaging (WLP) bonds wafers before dicing. This prevents 

manipulation of unprotected devices but adds complexity to the process by demanding 

compatibility between the packaging, the complete device process integration and the switch. 

The high performances of RF MEMS switches reported by many groups are often measured 

with unpackaged devices in controlled conditions and preserving their performance to the 

absolute end of the fabrication process is a significant challenge. Reflecting the difficulty of 

preserving delicate devices through WLP, many groups resort to compromised bonds with low-

CMOS compatibility materials (e.g. Au-Sn) or non-hermetic seals (e.g. polymer adhesive). 

The impact that WLP’s bonding step can have on delicate MEMS devices is manyfold. 

The thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between materials produces stresses during a 

thermal cycle that can lead to hillocking[54], deformation of suspended structures[55], and 

delamination[56]. High temperatures can drive diffusion to produce interfacial voids[57], 

create oxides on conductors, contaminate alloys[34], and produce intermetallic species[58]. 

For all these reasons reducing the WLP process thermal budget and more specifically the 

bonding temperature can improve survivability for devices. 
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2.2.2 Bonding overview 

Wafer bonding methods can be classified as either direct or indirect, with indirect bonding 

methods relying on intermediate layers. Brief commentaries on some alternative strategies to 

eutectic bonding are presented in the following section: for direct bonding by Si-Si wafer fusion 

and anodic bonding, and for indirect bonding by thermocompression, glass frit and adhesive 

bonding. These alternatives define the niche that eutectic wafer bonding occupies. 

Direct bonding between Si wafers usually requires high temperature to form a bond 

(~1000°C) as well as a very planar surface[59]. Most commonly, when the Si surface is made 

hydrophilic (e.g. by RCA-1 cleaning with ammonia/peroxide) its Si-OH terminations can 

hydrogen bond between surfaces and convert to siloxane links (Si-O-Si) when heated. 

Alternatively, hydrophobic Si-Si bonding without oxide is possible following HF treatment, 

mediated by hydrogen bonding of H or F terminations. Low-temperature direct bonding has 

been performed at 400°C and even lower temperatures with plasma activation of surfaces to 

make suitable terminations[60]. Direct Si bonding serves as the foundation for the devices 

discussed in this dissertation as part of the cavity-SOI process but is generally not useable for 

bonding wafers with devices due to temperature, planarity, and wet processing requirements. 

Anodic direct bonding between Si and glass occurs by applying a high voltage to the coupled 

wafers to generate siloxane bonds by partial ionization of Na2O glass[45]. But in many designs, 

like the RF MEMS switches under discussion, electrical conduction across the wafer bond is 

important, so no oxide can be used. 

Indirect bonding uses an intermediate layer that generally relieves the very high 

planarity requirements of direct bonding as the intermediate material conforms to local 

roughness along seal rings that surround the devices to be encapsulated. Thermo-compression 

bonding fuses wafers by solid diffusion of identical soft metals (Au-Au, Cu-Cu, Al-Al) and 

usually still has a significant planarity requirement[53], though it deserves secondary 

consideration for reasons discussed at the end of this section. Glass frit bonding uses wet 

processing to spin coat a paste with glass powder particulates that can form new glass upon 

heating[45], with wet processing and the insulating glass both being problematic for RF MEMS 

switches. Adhesive bonding with polymer species occurs at low temperature with a low 

planarity requirement but these bonds are generally not hermetic against gasses and liquids[59], 

[61]. 

In the context of these competing solutions eutectic wafer bonding therefore occupies 

a defined niche: 1) the devices to be bonded cannot tolerate excess temperature, excluding 
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conventional direct wafer fusion near 1000°C; 2) the bond requires a conductive interface, 

excluding anodic direct bonding, glass frit bonding and adhesive bonding; 3) the bond must 

mate nonplanar surfaces, potentially excluding thermo-compression bonding; 4) the bond must 

be hermetic, excluding adhesive bonding; 5) the devices to be bonded cannot tolerate wet 

processing, excluding glass-frit and direct Si-Si wafer fusion. Eutectic bonding options can 

satisfy these constraints. Table 2.2 summarizes these comparisons between wafer bonding 

options given the requirements imposed by the RF MEMS switch. Al-Ge eutectic bonding is a 

well-known and extensively-used bonding option in MEMS fabrication[62] that satisfies all 

requirements. Table 2.3 summarizes common options for eutectic wafer bonding, showing 

some advantages and challenges for different alloys. 

2Table 2.2: Comparisons of wafer bonding options and their suitability for packaging the RF 

MEMS switch, identifying eutectic bonding (selecting Al-Ge) as the favored option. 

 

3Table 2.3: Eutectic bonding alloy options with select advantages and challenges[45] [63] 

[64], [65]. 

 

From Table 2.2 it is apparent that thermo-compression bonding satisfies most of the 

requirements for the niche set by the RF MEMS device and could also be considered. It avoids 

some complications that arise in the process integration of eutectic bonding with the switch 

discussed in this thesis such as alloy poisoning, interfacial voiding and dewetting [45], and can 
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occur at lower temperatures than the eutectic alloys specified in Table 2.3 (100-450°C for Au-

Au bonding [53]). Choosing Au can avoid issues with surface oxidation during processing, a 

problem with Al. However, thermo-compression bonding generally requires higher contact 

force (a 0.5-120 MPa pressure range for Au-Au bonding [53] sets a minimum of ~16 kN for a 

200 mm wafer) than eutectic bonding [64], which was achieved in this thesis in a 7-24 kN 

range, so equipment limits defined by piston force [66] should be considered. Sensitivity to 

nonplanarity is the primary drawback, with no liquid melt to conform to local roughness. In 

thermo-compression bonding high planarity is achieved with chemical mechanical polishing 

(CMP) or highly unform depositions [45]. With CMP not being an option for structure-bearing 

wafers the primary integration challenge would be conserving uniformity of the processed 

films, which can undergo hillocking in pre-bond thermal cycles and other changes after 

deposition. 

 

2.3 Scope of interest 
The RF MEMS switch developed in this project has a general structure shown in Fig. 2.4, 

which identifies the integration challenges as they appear in the process flow. The MEMS 

contacts on the movable structure are Au, contacting Ru capping Al on the fixed device side. 

Bonding Al on the fixed device side contacts Ge on the MEMS wafer. (A more detailed process 

flow is shown in Chapter 3, Fig. 3.1.) The general RF MEMS switch challenges of packaging 

and contact reliability can be specified given these choices. These particular process integration 

challenges for good Al-Ge bond outcome and patterning of reliable Au contacts are the primary 

focus of this thesis. However, it is worth commenting on other possibilities before narrowing 

the discussion to this scope of interest. 
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5Fig. 2.4: Critical steps in the fabrication story affecting switch packaging and contact 

reliability. Packaging concerns are focused on Ru’s impact on the Al surface on the Device 

wafer and impaired wafer bonding. Contact reliability concerns are focused on the Au contact 

on the MEMS wafer where small features can be lost to undercutting. 

 

As stated in sections 2.1.1-2.1.2 there are other contact metal pairs of interest despite 

the good results from Au-Ru in unpackaged studies, and within this pair there are still several 

possible configurations: Au contacting Ru as a Au-Ru contact [11], Au capped with Ru as a 

Au/Ru-Ru/Au contact [35], and Au alloyed with Ru as AuRu [36]. The Au-Ru contact with 

pure and isolated metals is used here. Pure Au is highly conductive, but it is also soft and has 

a high adhesion coefficient, leading to stiction and material transfer which compromise switch 

lifetime and power handling [7], so this choice is open to reconsideration. Chapter 6 discusses 

Au modifications that could be beneficial for future switches in light of these issues and the 

integration challenges encountered in this work. As discussed in section 2.2, there are also 

alternative eutectic alloys to Al-Ge wafer bonding despite its extensive use and maturity, and 

secondary bonding options by thermo-compression bonding. The bonding metal pairs are then 

also open for reconsideration to address process integration problems. 

The process sequence outlined above also narrows the scope of interest to a particular 

contact/bond metal correspondence (Au with Ge on the MEMS wafer, Ru with Al on the 
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Device wafer) and a particular deposition order (Ru impacting the Al surface, Ge impacting 

the Au surface). For this reason packaging concerns for this switch design are focused on the 

Al surface and contact reliability concerns are focused on the Au surface. Other configurations 

of layers and deposition steps would encounter different challenges. The true scope of interest 

for the bulk of this thesis is then inside a particular configuration even within ‘process 

integration of an ohmic RF MEMS switch with Au-Ru contacts and Al-Ge eutectic wafer 

bonding.’ 

Across all configurations, however, contact/bonding compatibility would be a 

significant concern, as the majority of RF MEMS switches are unpackaged and these processes 

can be expected to compromise each other. In this dissertation I report on studies conducted 

throughout the course of my PhD to mitigate these challenges and achieve high compatibility 

in a packaged ohmic RF MEMS switch. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
 

3.1 Fabrication  

3.1.1 Integration process summary 

Process sequence summary 

This summary of process integration methodology begins with an overview of the RF MEMS 

switch fabrication process sequence steps applicable to the integration challenges discussed in 

this dissertation. Two wafers, dubbed MEMS and Device, are fabricated and bonded with Al-

Ge eutectic alloy in what we designate as the wafer-level packaging (WLP) step. The MEMS 

wafer bears the suspended switch structures and Au contacts with the Ge seal ring for bonding; 

the Device wafer bears the coplanar waveguides (CPWs) and Ru contacts with the Al seal ring 

for bonding. 

Relevant to this thesis, the MEMS wafers has a metallization stack of Au with 

underlayers of Ti/TiN deposited and patterned with wet Au etchant and reactive-ion etching 

(RIE) of underlayers. Ge is deposited on Au and patterned with a wet etch. The Device wafer 

has Al/Ru, with Ru patterned by RIE etching and wet Al etchant. There are two variants to 

form the Al patterns. The first deposits contact and seal ring Al in the wafer bonding zone in 

one mask pattern. The second has separate depositions and patterning steps for contact and seal 

ring Al. In the first case Al at the seal ring reserved for bonding receives Ru exposure, whereas 

in the second case bonding Al is unaffected by Ru. TiW under Al was also included in the 

improved process sequence. Ar sputtering cleans the Al surface in preparation for bonding. 

Fig. 3.1 illustrates the major steps of the process sequence for both wafers, terminating with 

the bonding step. 
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                           (a)                                 (b)                                                        (c) 

 

                           (d)                                 (e)                                                        (f) 

  

(g) 

6Fig. 3.1: Overview of the RF MEMS switch fabrication process sequence, with MEMS 

wafer (a-c), Device wafer (d-f), and WLP by bonding (g). Features are exaggerated and not to 

scale for clarity. a) The cavity-SOI process produces sealed cavities underneath thin 

membranes. b) Si etching defines seal rings, a Si gap and recesses for contact dimples. c) 

Deposition and patterning of Au contact and Ge at seal ring, with DRIE release of suspended 

MEMS structures. d) Deposition and patterning of buried Al to provide electrical access 

under seal rings. e) Oxide deposition and via etching. f) Surface metal depositions and 

patterning: Al at seal ring, actuation pads, contact,  and vias, Ru on Al at contact. g) WLP by 

Al-Ge eutectic wafer bonding at seal rings, enclosing the switch. 

 

Wafer level packaging (WLP) is performed by bonding with a thermal cycle 

corresponding to Al-Ge eutectic bonds reported in literature[62]. After bonding wafers are tab 

diced to expose external contact pads (removing MEMS wafer covering) and often fully diced 

to singulate dies for electrical characterization. Destructive deprocessing separates the MEMS 

and Device wafers to access surfaces for morphological characterization; deprocessing can also 
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cleave bonded MEMS/Device wafers to evaluate the intact bond, real gaps, and cross-sections 

to inspect buried interfaces. 

 

Process integration methodology 

Fig. 3.2 shows a schematic of the final RF-MEMS switch and its wafer-level packaging 

solution by Al-Ge eutectic wafer bonding[19]. Each wafer in the complete RF MEMS switch 

fabrication process sequence undergoes more than a hundred different fabrication steps. Many 

of these processes modules are well-established in industry, but integration for such an 

extensive and novel combination of materials and methods is the dominant challenge. Material 

properties, especially mechanical properties, are subject to significant variation in MEMS 

devices[67]. 

  

(a) (b) 

7Fig. 3.2: Schematic of a completed RF MEMS switch (a) and its packaging solution (b). (a) 

Switch components: Central Al CPW line with signal (S), with surrounding ground (G) 

CPWs and lines for DC actuation of switch. Switch is encapsulated by a seal ring, partly 

shown. The fixed-fixed beam switch design shown has anchors for the moving membrane 

with switch Au-Ru contact (at A to A’) and stoppers (at B to B’) in actuation electrodes to 

prevent uncontrolled collapse. CPWs and DC actuation lines access the switch under a seal 

ring with two Al layers connected with vias. Except for the seal ring, Al is capped with Ru 

(black). Adapted from [22]. (b) Al-Ge eutectic bonding WLP solution, with wafer bonding at 

seal rings. 

  

We used samples with a reduced number of steps to focus on particular modules of the 

whole process, with fabrication ‘short-loops’ or ‘short-loop runs’ being the standard 

terminology for such investigations in MEMS process integration[67]. Fig. 3.3 indicates three 

of these integration challenges described at length in this thesis. Methods developing and 

integrating Ru ICP (inductively coupled plasma) etching, Au wet etching and the bonding 
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process are detailed in sections 3.1.2 through 3.1.4. A methodology of exploration and iterative 

improvement was applied to improve both immediate module outcome and integration with 

the rest of the process sequence. This involved making evaluations of immediate outcome and 

integration consequences, exploring parameter spaces to find superior combinations, 

recommend adjusted design rules, or recommend adjusted parameter spaces for new short-loop 

runs. 

In these short loop runs a balance had to be set between exploration of possibilities and 

the desire to make factorial experiments with clear comparisons to isolate impacts. The 

collaborative environment generated many ideas to fit in limited time and wafers, so it was 

necessary to sometimes accept a design or a process and only explore variations inside it. For 

example, wafer bonding temperature and pressure were varied parameters in this work, 

whereas bonding time was not adjusted. Other studies with Al-Ge bonding [68] have explored 

all three fundamental bonding parameters to define process windows, where the impact of time 

can be significant. This limited exploration leaves optimization incomplete, but can discover 

more functional process combinations, and is necessary for completing a device with such an 

extended process sequence of variable steps. 

  

 

 8Fig. 3.3: Simplified cross-section of the RF MEMS switch with emphasis on integration 

challenges. a) Ru patterning. b) Au etching. c) Bonding parameters. Note: This schematic 

depicts a simplified cantilever switch with Au actuation electrode. Other designs featured 

fixed-fixed beams as in Fig. 3.1.  
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3.1.2 Ru etching 

Ru patterning on Al needed to be established and integrated to be compatible with the Device 

wafer process. Ru features after etching were the immediate outcome to optimize, and the 

primary process integration consequence to evaluate was Al surface modification that could 

impact bonding. 

We performed short-loop runs to explore Ru patterning with O2 RIE ICP etching, 

measuring selectivity to photoresist as a function of Cl2 addition along with other RIE 

settings[69], [70], with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) cross-sectioning and mechanical 

profilometry. The best combination of this short-loop run was still regarded as deficient, 

consuming resist eight times faster when aiming to pattern 150-500 nm Ru, with high within-

wafer non-uniformity of photoresist thickness likely to contribute to non-uniform etch 

outcome. An alternative solution was proposed with a TiW hard mask removed with H2O2 etch 

and implemented in the product wafers. 

To integrate the improved module with the process sequence the consequences were 

identified in literature[71] and discovered/verified or rejecting in short-loop runs. Alumina 

thickening following O2 plasma exposure was evaluated by SEM surface inspection and X-ray 

photoelectron microscopy (XPS) measurements, and Ru contamination was confirmed by 

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mapping. Following these changes the 

process experienced bonding failures. Additional short-loop runs were made to isolate the 

cause from a few possibilities: ICP etch, H2O2 cleaning, and bond thermal cycle. A cumulative 

process integration challenge was suspected based on these observations. An alternative 

process was proposed with Al deposition and patterning performed with two separate masks 

with two Al etching steps. 

In Chapter 4, the first article in this thesis addresses questions of Ru alloying with Al-

Ge, melt wettability and Ru diffusion into Al and Ge, along with the expected composition 

process window for Ru in Al-Ge and the successful bonding in product wafers with Ru 

contacts. Supplemental material to this article discusses the additional contact-on-bond impacts 

to justify the decision to split contact and bonding Al into separate masks for successful 

integration. 
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3.1.3 Au patterning 

Au patterning by wet etching needed to be established and integrated to be compatible with the 

MEMS wafer process. Au feature loss to undercutting was the immediate process problem to 

mitigate. Process integration required tracking Au features through the fabrication process to 

preserve the Au contact surface. 

We first established a starting point for Au metallization, with Ti/TiN/Au thickness and 

deposition condition variation in short-loop runs, evaluating surfaces to select stacks preserving 

Au from Ti and Si diffusion during the bond thermal cycle. Patterning of the metallized Au 

was then developed, varying photolithography and etch recipe as well as adhesive layers for 

Au and resist in the metallization stacks, evaluating feature size reduction, undercut and 

delamination. Minor optimization was conducted with short-loop runs exploring etch time and 

dilution effects on etch profile. We implemented these results in the product wafers with 

selected photolithography parameters (resists, baking) and etching parameters (time, dilution). 

The design rules were updated with increased minimum Au feature width to mitigate the impact 

of undercut etch profile. This was necessary due to a rigid incompatibility between the best 

stack combinations with adhesion layers for undercut mitigation and the bonding step. In 

combination Ti and Au undergo metallurgical changes at elevated temperatures and have been 

evaluated as unsuitable for switch contacts[34]. An overlayer introduced as a resist adhesion 

layer or as a hard mask for patterning Au in general introduces potential challenges from 

alloying and intermetallic species as well as stress gradients that can aggravate Au 

delamination, with both problems in effect for Ti. Other materials were not considered in this 

work but could be considered as either a resist adhesion layer or hard mask. 

With short loop runs we discovered/verified consequences to integrate the improved 

module in the whole process. We evaluated delamination and hillocking to isolate causes of 

Au surface modification among potential sources: photoresist stripping, Ge deposition and 

etch, deep RIE (DRIE) hard baking and the bond thermal cycle. Impactful steps were identified 

and substituted where possible to advance the process sequence. Short-loop runs with test 

structures also examined the parameter space of feature size impacting Au roughness to 

recommend a new design rule with segmented Au. These findings were also implemented in 

the product wafers. 

In Chapter 5, the second article in this thesis evaluates Au etch profiles using an aqua 

regia variant on metallizations varying adhesion layers to explore delamination. This Teledyne 

DALSA proprietary etchant is a low-chloride aqua regia variant with HCl:HNO3 at 1:3 to 1:5 
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(in contrast to the standard 3:1 ratio) and high dilution. Supplemental material continues the 

Au story in the process sequence with bond integration and bond-on-contact impacts, with Au 

hillocking and delamination post-bond being the dominant integration problem. 

 

3.1.4 Bonding process development 

An Al-Ge eutectic bonding process needed to be established and integrated to be compatible 

with both wafer processes. The immediate problem is failure to bond when processes evaluated 

in isolation are combined, with additional influences taking effect. Bonding process integration 

is a unique challenge because it occurs at the end of the entire fabrication process sequence. 

Two main sequences of short-loop runs, dubbed SL1 and SL2, each containing several 

attempted bonds, were created to integrate bonding with the rest of the fabrication process 

sequence. These short loops and their findings are presented in greater detail in Appendix III. 

The main finding of SL1 is the need for thick, unprocessed bonding Al to make the product 

wafers bond. After Device-TiW thickness reduction from 200 to 100 nm for SL2, bonds at 7-

14 kN were achieved with product and mechanical wafers all surviving dicing to singulate 

cells. The bond interface is Si/Ge-Al/TiW/SiO2. The impacts of the bonding process on the 

final contact surface are addressed in the supplemental material for the second article in 

Chapter 5. 

 

3.2 Morphological characterization 
This section discusses the major characterization approaches used to assess morphology of 

films, surfaces and patterns in short-loop runs and bonded product wafers with RF MEMS 

switches. These methods were sometimes combined to focus on a single region. Here I outline 

examples and decisions that followed from this characterization. 

 

3.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with signal from secondary electrons (SE) was a primary 

characterization technique used throughout investigation of short-loop runs and product wafer 

outcomes. SE were selected to provide surface topography information localized to 

features/layers smaller than the interaction volume for backscattered electrons (BSE). Features 

like steps and asperities on surfaces were well-defined in top view imaging to determine 3D 

topography. 
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Top-down inspection was performed to answer questions of diffusion barrier outcome 

(Ti/TiN/Au, Si/X/Ge), oxidation (Ge and Al), hillock density and distribution (Al and Au), 

hillock-suppression capping layer effectiveness (Ru), contact behavior (Ru carbonation, Au 

transfer), breakage interface after deprocessing, cleanliness and etch outcome generally. SEM 

inspection on cross-sections was performed to answer questions of diffusion barrier outcome 

(Si/X/Ge), wetting (Al-Ge melt on underlayers), etch profile (Au, Ru, Ge), height information 

for hillocks and delamination bubbles (Al and Au), delamination interfaces in multilayer 

structures (Al/SiO2/Al), step coverage and corrosion (Device-TiW and Al vias), and bond 

outcome affecting gap thickness (eutectic squish and real gap sizes in packaged MEMS). 

 

3.2.2 EDX and XPS 

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS or EDX) identifies elemental species from 

characteristic X-ray emissions following electron beam exposure. In both the LEO 1530 and 

Phenom XL G2 Desktop SEM an EDS tool has been integrated to identify elements and 

produce elemental maps complementing SEM images. EDS is useful but faces important 

limitations frequently encountered in this work: 

Spatial resolution is limited by the large interaction volume of electrons prior to X-ray 

emission in the sample, sometimes producing a significant background signal from below a 

thin surface feature of interest. This makes EDS less useful for determining diffusion barrier 

effectiveness for thin barriers and layers (Ge/X/Si) in top-down inspection. EDS in cross-

section inspection of cleaved samples can resolve interdiffusion (Ge with Si) and barrier 

effectiveness. When seeking to identify small regions of contamination (Ru on Al, Fig. 4.1e) 

or mass transfer after electrical characterization (Au on Ru, Fig. 5.1c) an insufficient number 

of X-ray photons characteristic of the surface element may reach the detector, making positive 

identification of smaller spots difficult. EDS detection of a Ru signal on Ru-processed Al 

without an elemental map was adequate to confirm contamination, with SEM imaging locating 

probable particulates of small size challenging direct identification. This inspired the decision 

to investigate blanket deposition outcomes to clarify Ru compatibility with Al-Ge eutectic 

bonding as a metallurgical contaminant (see article in Chapter 4). Some ‘forensic’ reasoning 

to verify EDS results can also assist in these cases: in debonded RF MEMS switches a 

correspondence with missing and transferred Au from opened delamination bubbles or 

flattened hillocks from MEMS to Device wafers is apparent, with the largest spots on electrodes 

and contacts being EDS-identifiable. This assessment confirmed that post-bond Au topography 
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was an enduring bond-on-contact impact for the current iteration of the RF MEMS switch (see 

second article supplemental material in Chapter 5). 

EDS also has limited energy resolution, which results in broadening and overlap of 

characteristic X-ray peaks. In this work an overlap occurred between Si and W peaks, 

challenging assessment of TiW as a diffusion barrier for Si to preserve Ge. Both Si and W 

appear to enter the eutectic melt in EDS cross-sections of annealed samples; background 

reading was essential to provide expectations for what W or Si should do in Al-Ge, establishing 

that W diffusion was more likely as Si would impair eutectic melting. In other cases (TiN 

barrier to preserve Au from Ti/Si and TiW barrier to preserve Au from Si) optical microscopy 

sufficed to determine barrier failure due to oxidation of Ti/Si on the Au surface or Au-Si 

eutectic formation and dewetting on TiW. 

For clarification and additional compositional information X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS), also known as electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA), was 

employed in three primary locations: Ge surfaces to assess Si contamination, Au/Ge surfaces 

for a mutual contamination check, and Al surfaces to assess alumina-thickening after Ru 

processing. XPS can identify chemical bonds from characteristic photoelectron emissions 

following X-ray exposure. The XPS Axis UltraDLD from Kratos (PRAM, Université de 

Sherbrooke) analyzed these samples. This technique is confined to the near-surface of materials 

(<10 nm). XPS detected Si at Ge surfaces to reinforce cross-sectional EDS determination of 

Ge/Si interdiffusion without a barrier, informing the decision to select an elevated bond 

temperature as mitigation. Au cleanliness following Ge depositing and etching was assessed 

by XPS to find temporary Ge oxide prior to HF cleaning, while Au presence on Ge was 

excluded. This eliminated considering the use of a Au/X/Ge barrier or Au/Ge layer reversal 

which could have significantly complicated the fabrication process. Metallic and oxidized Al 

peak ratios from Ru-processed Al were evaluated to estimate alumina thickness[72], 

confirming thickened alumina after the ICP-etch of Ru. This motivated short-loops exploring 

alumina etching (also assessed with XPS) and the decision to replace Ru-processed Al with 

fresh Al for bonding. 

 

3.2.3 AFM 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was conducted to map the topography to complement SEM 

inspection of surfaces. The Dimension 3000 AFM from Veeco was used to conduct surveys in 
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tapping mode. AFM topographic maps were collected to verify hillock heights and distribution 

in Al, determining that blanket and patterned films were significantly different and short-loop 

runs with patterned films would be more comparable to real product results. Debonded wafers 

with weak bonds were subjected to AFM to confirm Al hillock-shaped holes imprinted in Ge, 

corroborating with SEM results to illustrate the impact of hillocks formed during pre-bond 

thermal cycles on bond outcome by limiting true contact area. Suppression of Al hillocks under 

Ru films at 150-500 nm was confirmed by AFM, verifying effectiveness of a ‘hard cap’ to 

avoid asperities post-bond. Au surface modification after Ge deposition and patterning was 

detected first by SEM and quantified by AFM, finding that Au roughness had increased without 

generating asperities. Isolated Au hillocks were identified first by AFM to motivate cross-

sectional and tilted MEMS wafer inspection by SEM. 

 

3.2.4 IR imaging 

Near-infrared (NIR) microscopy was the immediate non-destructive bond characterization 

technique, using the DDR200 NIR microscope from McBain Systems. Silicon is transparent to 

infrared, allowing inspection of seal rings. Bonded seal rings are opaque and voids in the 

bonding layer can show high contrast; eutectic squish out from the seal ring is also apparent by 

this technique. However, this technique is only suitable for establishing the bare minimum of 

bond beginning with some melt because squish-out is irregular, and some wafers with squish-

out separated easily. High resolution images of the entire wafer allowed contrasting of center 

and edge and other within wafer non-uniformity in bond outcome arising from bond force, 

wafer bow pre-contact preventing forming gas access to center, and chamber non-uniformity 

in surface preparation. Fig. 3.4 includes NIR microscopy imagining to distinguish unsuccessful 

and successful wafer bonding. 

 

3.3 Destructive mechanical characterization by knife test 
Destructive characterization was extensively performed by debonding assembled device using 

a knife edge. This allows inspection of the breakage interfaces for more definitive 

characterization of bond strength than IR imaging. The knife-test is qualitative is this work 

with sealed MEMS. Failed bonds can separate during handling without blade insertion. 

Stronger bonds require additional force to separate, and bond strength characterization 

continues by inspecting the breakage interface to look for broken Si when bond strength 
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exceeds the yield strength of the substrate. Bonded samples were also cleaved and imaged by 

cross-sectional SEM to identify successful Al-Ge fusion with lamellae and squish-out or 

distinct layers with intermediate oxide and other problems; real bond thicknesses following 

squish-out were measured to establish contact gap thickness. Fig. 3.4 contrasts unsuccessful 

(a-c) and successful (d-f) wafer bonding outcomes, with non-destructive characterization by 

NIR microscopy to examine seal rings followed by knife test to separate wafers and 

optical/SEM inspection of the breakage interfaces to discover Si breakage for a strong bond. 

Yield in successful bonds is high, with difficult separation of switches even at wafer edges. DC 

characterization (see section 3.4) suggests bonding non-uniformity impacts on device 

performance, with some within-wafer and between-wafer non-uniformity. 

 

   (a)                (b)         (c) 

 

                  (d)            (e)           (f)  

9Fig. 3.4: Bond evaluation outcomes using discussed characterization techniques. (a) a 

weakly-bonded wafer (SL2 W24-24) shows no/minimal signs of bonding in NIR microscopy, 

zooming (b) from the full-wafer survey to look for signs of bonding from darkened seal rings, 

continuous seal rings, and regions of eutectic squish-out, with negative findings. This wafer 

separates easily when a blade is applied to show seal rings with minimal Si breakage (c) in 

optical microscopy. (d) a strongly-bonded wafer (SL2 2-13) shows signs of bonding in NIR 
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microscopy, discovering darkened seal rings with some squish-out in zoom (e). When a blade 

is applied this wafer separates with difficulty, and there is extensive transfer of broken Si 

substrate along the seal ring to indicate bond strength exceeding substrate bulk strength (f) in 

SEM inspection. 

 

 

3.4 Electrical characterization  
Bonded devices that survive dicing can proceed to electrical characterization. Varied designs 

in twenty dies in a repeating array with multiple switches per die were submitted by four 

designers1, contrasting spring constant, contact and actuation electrode area, dimple size and 

pole-throw configuration. Selected devices from this array were chosen for electrical 

characterization by Mohamed Najah, mounting RF MEMS switches on a custom printed circuit 

board (PCB) to evaluate DC and RF performance as well as switch lifetime. 

Electrical test result non-uniformity across the wafer can be identified for some designs, 

corresponding to bond non-uniformity indicated by NIR microscopy, with the switch shorting 

preferentially in the strongly bonded wafer area. True gap thickness for a contact will change 

pull-in voltage and is expected to have bond dependence due to variable squish out; gap 

reduction through excessive squish-out also amplifies the impact of Au topography, addressed 

in the supplemental material for the second article in Chapter 5. Fig. 3.5 presents DC 

characterization results of a wafer quadrant with many functional MEMS switches, measuring 

actuation voltage. The selected design has stoppers to resist shorting (zero actuation voltage, 

red outcome) which can happen preferentially in the wafer center. Other designs consistently 

shorted in the wafer center. Selecting a design with stoppers for a survey of 315 switches across 

4 wafers near the end of SL2, the average yield of packaged MEMS switches with some 

functionality after a single DC actuation is ~70%, with ~10% standard deviation between 

quadrants inside one wafer, and ~20% standard deviation between wafers. Because some 

bonded devices fail DC testing bonding yield is above the yield of functional switches. Once 

functional switches were identified they could proceed to RF parameter measurements, as 

shown in Fig. 3.6, measuring insertion loss (a) and isolation (b) for a 0-40 GHz range. These 

values (maximum insertion loss of 1.3 dB at 40 GHz, isolation below -10 dB up to 40 GHz) 

are encouraging, with most RF losses associated with the CPW and not the contact. 

 
1 Tejinder Singh[28], Ahmed Abdel Aziz[73], Jaouad Marzouk, and Mohamed Najah[19]. 
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10Fig. 3.5: DC characterization of a wafer quadrant, showing actuation voltage for a large 

number of functional MEMS after packaging. Non-uniformity in actuation voltage is 

associated with imperfect gap control and Au contact topography, which also contribute to 

shorted switches (red) and non-closing switches (grey). Figure from Mohamed Najah, 

personal correspondence. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

11Fig. 3.6: RF parameter measurements, measured at the die-scale. S-parameters measured in 

the on-state (a) provide the insertion loss, with the contact’s contribution identified here as 

‘De-embedded S12’. S-parameters measured in the off-state (b) provide the switch isolation, 

identified here as ‘S12’. From [22]. 

 

Contact resistance changes over repeated cycles of stepped RF power identify phases 

of contact evolution that can be verified after deprocessing (e.g. flattened hillocks as true 

contact area increases to reduce resistance, reduced release voltage indicating increased gap 

size as asperities are deformed, material transfer, microwelding when switches fail by stiction). 

Fig. 3.7 presents lifetime measurements in the hot switching condition, tracking contact 

resistance until failure by high resistance after about 3 million cycles. This was the result of 

carbonation on the Ru contact. This lifetime compares favorably with the performance of other 

switches (Table 3.1), within the lifetime range of unpackaged switches and exceeding the 

lifetime of another packaged switch from Analog Devices. After electrical characterization 

results are examined to guide the focus of morphological characterization after deprocessing. 

Untested devices and devices under differing test conditions are contrasted with reference to 

their location in the wafer to collect evidence of contact (asperity prints), material transfer 

(EDS-identifiable spots on Ru corresponding to flattened Au hillocks or broken delamination 

bubbles), high resistance (carbonation on Ru) and stiction (microwelding, or Au feature 

delamination to Device side). 
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12Fig. 3.7: Switch lifetime measurements, tracking resistance in the hot switching condition, 

with failure from high resistance after about 3 million cycles. From [22]. 

 

4Table 3.1: Comparison of lifetime measurements to other switches when tested in the hot-

switching condition. The switch discussed in this thesis can realize lifetimes comparable to 

unpackaged switches tested in controlled lab conditions, and outperforms a packaged switch 

from Analog Devices identified as ‘[31]’ in this table. From [22]. Note: References in this 

table do not correspond to references in this thesis. 
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Chapter 4: Exploring Ru compatibility with Al-Ge eutectic wafer 

bonding 
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Contribution to the Document: 

The following article, ‘Exploring Ru compatibility with Al-Ge eutectic wafer bonding,’ 

investigates Ru compatibility using blanket deposition experiments and annealing to simulate 

bonds to address potential issues of ternary alloy poisoning, the wettability of eutectic melt on 

Ru, and Ru as a diffusing contaminant in Al and Ge during a thermal cycle. These blanket 

deposition experiments simplify the real process to allow for focused questioning of these 

potential challenges. Real structured wafer bonds including functional RF-MEMS devices with 

Ru-bearing contacts are inspected and qualified at the conclusion of the article. The 

supplemental material presents additional mechanisms of potential bond interference to 

develop a more complete understanding of contact material impact on bond outcome, the 

understanding that produced the reported strong wafer bonds. This article was accepted for 

publication by the Journal of Microelectromechanical Systems. Appendix I addresses topics 

treated briefly in the article that may be unfamiliar to the reader for context. 

 

French Summary: 

L'article suivant, ‹‹Exploration de la compatibilité du Ru avec le collage des gaufres eutectiques 

Al-Ge››, étudie la compatibilité du Ru à l'aide d'expériences utilisant des dépôts pleine plaque 

et de recuit pour simuler les collages afin d'aborder les problèmes potentiels d'empoisonnement 

de l'alliage ternaire, la mouillabilité de la alliage eutectique sur le Ru, et le Ru en tant que 

contaminant diffusant dans l'Al et le Ge pendant un cycle thermique. Ces expériences de dépôts 

pleine plaque simplifient le procédé réel pour permettre un questionnement ciblé sur ces 

problèmes potentiels. Des collages pleine plaque comprenant des dispositifs RF-MEMS 

fonctionnels avec des contacts portant du Ru sont inspectées et qualifiées à la fin de l'article. 

Le matériel supplémentaire présente des mécanismes supplémentaires d'interférence 

potentielle avec le collage pour développer une compréhension plus complète de l'impact du 

Ru sur le résultat des collages. Cet article a été publié par le Journal of Microelectromechanical 

Systems. L'annexe I de cette thèse aborde des sujets traités brièvement dans l'article et qui 

peuvent être peu familiers au lecteur pour le contexte. 
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4.2 Article manuscript 

ABSTRACT  

We explore compatibility of Ru with Al-Ge eutectic wafer bonding. We first present 

experiments to check for the presence of Ru ternary alloy poisoning inhibiting Al-Ge melting 

as well as evaluations of Al-Ge melt wettability on Ru and diffusion outcomes following bond-

simulating anneals. Results show that Ru is stable with no observed microstructural changes 

or dissolution in the melt, indicating no ternary poisoning for the applied thermal budget. Ru 

was found to act as an effective barrier offering good melt wettability in all considered 

configurations with Al and Ge. From inspection of the binary constituents of Al-Ge-Ru we 

propose that Al-Ge eutectic melting temperature will decrease marginally for Ru contamination 

in a 1-2% range before a drastic increase in melting temperature (>10°C/% Ru) at higher Ru 

compositions. We then demonstrate wafer-level packaged 200 mm devices and MEMS with 

strong bond outcomes of devices bearing Ru contacts. We conclude that Ru has high 

compatibility with Al-Ge eutectic bonding. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Eutectic wafer bonding is used in wafer-level packaging (WLP) of devices[74], [75]. Device-

bearing wafers set limits on the thermal budget that can be applied by a bonding process, 

excluding the high temperatures (~1000°C) of direct fusion[59]. Creating reliable MEMS 

devices generally requires making a hermetic bond against gas and liquid penetration, 

excluding polymer adhesives[68]. The common requirement of a bonding process that tolerates 

low planarity disfavors thermocompression bonding[76]. Compatibility with composite metal 

oxide semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication environments excludes or heavily disfavors 

materials like Au, as in Au-Sn or Au-Si eutectic bonding[68]. Al-Ge eutectic bonding satisfies 

these limitations, achieving a strong hermetic bond with CMOS-compatible materials with 

thermal budgets below 450°C, a ceiling set to avoid the formation of intermetallic species in 

Al[58]. 

Ru is a refractory metal used for contact metallization in microelectromechanical 

systems (MEMS) switches seeking improved reliability[14], [35], [77]. It is a hard material 

less prone to wear, with a conductive oxide reducing the impact of oxidation on switch 

resistance. It has been found that mixed soft/hard contacts such as Au/Ru have enhanced 

stability in contrast to softer (Au/Au) or harder (Ru/Ru) contacts[11]. Most Ru contact studies 

test unpackaged devices[11], [12], [20]. MEMS device bonding with Al-Ge[62], [78], [79], 
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Au-Sn[19], [80], In-Ga [81], polymer adhesive[21], glass frit and anodic bonding has been 

reported, but to the best of our knowledge there is a research gap with regard to Ru 

compatibility with a bonding process. This paper explores the compatibility of Ru in contact 

with Al-Ge eutectic alloy in the context of a MEMS WLP process. 

Concerns about Ru compatibility with Al-Ge bonding are primarily inspired by the case 

of Si and the need for Si diffusion barriers reported in literature[62], [78], [79]. Si diffusion 

can introduce melt failure in Al-Ge by the creation of an Al-Ge-Si ternary alloy with an elevated 

melting temperature. This can be read directly from the Al-Ge-Si phase diagram[82]–[84] 

which bears a eutectic line between the binary eutectic points of Al-Ge at 424°C[62] and Al-

Si at ~580°C. Bonding at temperatures too close to the pure Al-Ge eutectic value will therefore 

be at risk of not melting the layers. References [62] and [78] performed Al-Ge eutectic bonding 

of MEMS devices, finding a SiO2 barrier to be necessary to avoid Si ternary formation. 

Kirkendall voids are observed in literature[57], [85], [86] at Ge/Si or Ge/Al to indicate 

diffusion at material interfaces, and these can also compromise bond strength. Diffusion 

barriers can prevent these processes of alloying and voiding, but the wetting of Al-Ge melt to 

these barriers then becomes a potential problem[86]. An evaluation of Ru compatibility with 

Al-Ge bonding must then include commentary on the wetting of the Al-Ge melt to Ru and a 

check for a mechanically-weakened Ru/Al or Ru/Ge interface with voids from interdiffusion 

with Al and Ge, in addition to resolving the potential ternary alloy poisoning problem. 

In this paper, we present an experimental study aimed at demonstrating if Ru poisoning 

of the Al-Ge eutectic alloy occurs. To do so we perform anneals to simulate the thermal budget 

of a wafer bonding process. We also comment on wettability of the Al-Ge eutectic melt on Ru 

underlayers and diffusion at material interfaces with Ru. A qualitative estimation of the 

metallurgical characteristics that could be expected for an Al-Ge-Ru ternary alloy with a small 

amount of Ru is developed and presented to justify concern with Ru contamination and suggest 

a process composition window. Finally, we demonstrate wafer level packaged 200 mm devices 

and MEMS with strong bond outcomes of devices bearing Ru contacts to further confirm Ru 

compatibility with Al-Ge eutectic bonding. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

To check for Ru poisoning, wetting and diffusion we consider four stacks of Al, Ge and Ru, 

deposited as shown in Fig. 4.1 and identified as Ru-1 through Ru-4. Unlike in a wafer bonding 
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process, these films are already in good contact favoring material inter-diffusion. Al and Ge 

layer thicknesses are set at 1 µm and <1 µm respectively. Ru thickness is set to 300 nm, with 

layer configurations of Ru/Ge/Al, Ru/Al/Ge and Al/Ru/Ge for the first 3 stacks. Ru 

contaminates Ge and Al respectively in Ru-1 and Ru-2, and serves as a diffusion barrier in Ru-

3. Al and Ge layers in contact for Ru-1 and Ru-2 are deposited without breaking vacuum and 

have no intermediate oxides. For device-bearing wafers with Ru patterning on Al we confirmed 

Ru contamination of the Al surface via energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). A device-

bearing wafer with this Ru-contaminated Al was subjected to a blanket deposition of Ge 

followed by the same bond-simulating anneal to look for impaired melting. This processed Al 

can have native oxide. Such samples are dubbed Ru-4.  

These stacks were annealed as 1 cm × 1 cm samples. There is no application of 

mechanical pressure that would simulate bonding conditions. The thermal profile chosen was 

a gradual ramp of 8 minutes to a temperature above 424°C, a maximum temperature then held 

for 30 minutes, a customized thermal profile corresponding to the profiles used in Al-Ge 

bonding[62], [78]. Flowing nitrogen was used to exclude oxygen and moisture from the 

chamber. 

 

13Fig. 4.1: Layered structures of samples Ru-1, Ru-2, Ru-3 and Ru-4 for full-area contact 

anneal experiments. Thicknesses are <1000 nm (Ge), 1000 nm (Al), 300 nm (Ru) and 2000 

nm (SiO2). Al and Ge in contact are deposited without breaking vacuum to prevent formation 

of oxide for Ru-1 and Ru-2. 

 

After annealing the wafers were cleaved to allow for examination of layer cross-

sections by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to differentiate cases of melted and unmelted 

Al/Ge layers. Surveys of >30 µm were made of each cross-section. As a precautionary check 
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we performed a similar set of experiments on multilayers of Si, Al and Ge, for which Si 

poisoning of Al-Ge eutectic is known. This is reported in the Appendix. 

As a final demonstration, wafer level packaged MEMS were fabricated on 200 mm 

wafers with Ru-bearing device wafers. This is done using proprietary procedures within a 

foundry, including steps to manage Al oxide. Such issues are addressed in references[62], [68]. 

This real bonding demonstration involves the impact of Al oxide, which was not present in Ru-

1 and Ru-2. It also involves topography absent from conformal deposition in the layer stacks, 

such as Al hillocks. Bond pressure disrupts oxide and deforms asperities in the complete 

process. The quality of the bond was inspected and qualified by infrared (IR) transmission 

microscopy with the McBain DDR200 NIR tool, by diamond blade dicing to singulate the 

different cells, and by destructive mechanical deprocessing of multiple singulated MEMS to 

examine the breakage interface. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

A. Blanket depositions annealing outcomes  

To the knowledge of these authors, potential Ru interference with Al-Ge bond outcome has not 

been published, but commentary can now be given. 

A search for binary Al-Ge melt poisoning by Ru and poor wetting in SEM cross-

sections (Fig. 4.2) finds no evidence of either problem. Cases Ru-1 and Ru-2 both show 

successful full melting of the Al-Ge layers despite close contact with Ru. The Ru/melt interface 

is continuous in all observations, indicating good wetting. The as-deposited Al layer had high 

uniformity in thickness, but melt thickness variation over the Ru layer post-anneal is high, from 

below 1 to >3 µm, indicating flow and migration of material, likely due to surface tension.  

Ru diffusion barrier effectiveness is evaluated in case Ru-3. No eutectic is observed, 

with an intact layer of Ru serving as an effective barrier against Al-Ge interdiffusion. All layers 

in contact with Ru in all cross-sections do not undergo any obvious evolution. We observe no 

Kirkendall voids, suggesting minimal interdiffusion of Ru with Al or Ge, with any diffusion 

expected to eventually produce such voids. These results are contrasted with Si diffusion and 

wetting outcomes presented in the Appendix. 

With the applied thermal budget Ru compatibility with bonding is high. However, as 

elements diffuse and compete to form alloys it should be noted that they will not always 

compete on equal footing: although Ge/Si interdiffusion is also not competitive with Ge 
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diffusion into Al[87], [88] the slower process can compete when it starts before Ge exposure 

to Al. It is then possible to imagine scenarios where Ru becomes competitive and inhibitory 

for bonding due to earlier diffusion. Therefore, Ru etching needs careful optimization[70] such 

that contamination is minimized to prevent poisoning of Al-Ge melts.  

In developing devices for Al-Ge bonding, Ru-exposed Al was inspected. EDS 

examination of the Al surfaces showed a Ru trace signal confirming contamination. Al and Ru 

are in contact for multiple thermal cycles associated with Ru patterning prior to the bonding 

step, giving opportunity for diffusion. A blanket deposition of Ge on this Ru-exposed Al was 

annealed to investigate if the confirmed Ru contamination affects the melt of Al-Ge. This 

sample is also distinguished by having some Al oxide, with atmosphere exposure before Ge 

deposition. We nevertheless observed no manifestations of melt impairment in cross-sections 

after annealing, comparable to Ru-1 and Ru-2. 

 

14Fig. 4.2: Post-anneal samples examined by SEM cross-sectioning. a-b) Case Ru-1 

(Ru/Ge/Al) and Case Ru-2 (Ru/Al/Ge) show successful eutectic melt proceeding down to the 

Ru layer, with good adhesion to the Ru. c) Case Ru-3 (Al/Ru/Ge) show Ru serving as an 

effective diffusion barrier, not interacting with either species. d) Case Ru-4 with Ru-exposed 

Al, showing successful eutectic melt despite some Ru contamination. 
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B. A qualitative description of the Ru composition process window for Al-Ge eutectic bonding 

To the best of our knowledge the Al-Ge-Ru ternary phase diagram has not been mapped. 

Multiple models exist to approach the task of interpolating ternary phase diagrams from binary 

systems by CALPHAD (calculation of phase diagrams)[89]. But when the difference in melting 

point and other properties between elements is significant extrapolations become unreliable 

and need experimental validation[90]. Modeling Ru as a component with Al and Ge would 

have this difficulty because of the large difference in melting point (>1000°C). Ru penetration 

into Al has been directly measured[91], with Ru solubility in Al reported to be negligible[92] 

or difficult[93]. Ru diffusion into Ge has been described as not noticeable[94], and comparable 

impurities are known to have low solubility in Ge[95]. These facts justify a focus on the low-

Ru region of the ternary, where a eutectic line terminates at the Al-Ge binary eutectic point at 

424°C. 

From references[63], [93], [96], [97] we extract the slope of the liquidus temperature 

with increasing Ru content in the Ru-X binaries for a small addition of Ru to Al and Ge. Both 

Al-Ru and Ge-Ru have a low-Ru eutectic point and the slopes are evaluated for Ru 

compositions above these points. For Al-Ru a eutectic point exists at ~1% with a 3°C reduction 

in melting temperature from pure Al, and the liquidus slope for higher Ru compositions is 

~75°C/% Ru. For Ge-Ru a eutectic point exists at ~2% with a ~11°C reduction in melting 

temperature from pure Ge, and the liquidus slope for higher Ru compositions is ~54°C/% Ru. 

It is thus reasonable to believe that Ru could increase the melting temperature of the poisoned 

Al-Ge significantly above its nominal 424°C value. We therefore expect a narrow Ru-

contamination allowed range for Al-Ge eutectic formation in the process window below 450°C. 

This behavior is summarized in Fig. 4.3. 

Until Al-Ge-Ru is mapped like Al-Ge-Si, the validity of this description is an open 

question. Small features in the binaries are still prone to disagreement and re-evaluation[98], 

and available ternaries with Al and Ru may have many complex and discontinuous local 

features in their eutectic lines[99], or leave extreme compositions unexplored[100]–[103]. The 

lack of microstructural changes such as Kirkendall voids at interfaces with Ru suggest that 

significant diffusion is not occurring, and Ru has been deemed stable enough to use as a 

diffusion barrier for Cu in some applications[104]. The fact that we observe good melting in 

Ru-1, Ru-2 and Ru-4 is compatible with this qualitative description and gives confidence to 

the suggestion that deep interpolations into the ternary are not very relevant for wafer bonding 

applications. Challenges in an Al-Ge bonding process from Ru are unlikely to have a 
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metallurgical explanation. To complement the bonding compatibility picture from the blanket 

anneals, the wettability assessment was shown to be excellent. Our analysis is supported by 

contrasting our observations of Si poisoning of Al-Ge described in the Appendix. 

 

15Fig. 4.3: Qualitative description of composition process window for Al-Ge eutectic melting 

in the presence of Ru, depicted on a frame of the Al-Ge-Ru ternary phase diagram. Pure 

element melting points indicated at corners, binary eutectic point temperatures/compositions 

indicated at edges in bold text, Ru sensitivity slopes for Al-Ru and Ge-Ru binaries in low-Ru 

region indicated with right-angled triangles. All fractions molar and axes not to scale for 

legibility. Melting temperatures of Al-Ge alloys are expected to decrease marginally in low 

composition range (green zone) before high sensitivity to Ru composition elevates melting 

temperature (red zone). Eutectic lines converging to a ternary point with one line terminating 

at the Al-Ge binary eutectic point indicated, with black arrows indicating descending melting 

temperature. 

 

C. Bonded device-bearing wafers 

As a demonstration of Ru compatibility with Al-Ge wafer bonding, strong bonds were achieved 

in a 200 mm wafer MEMS process that includes Ru contacts. Continuous seal rings were 

observed in infrared transmission microscopy with a McBain DDR200 NIR tool (Fig. 4.4a). 

These bonded devices furthermore survived dicing to singulate cells. Destructive debonding of 

singulated cells by knife edge showed extensive transfer of torn Si to the device along the seal 

ring, indicating high bond strength (Fig. 4.4b). 
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(a)                                       (b) 

16Fig. 4.4: Wafer bond inspection for Ru-contact devices: a) IR transmission microscopy, 

imaging continuous seal rings; b) SEM image of singulated, destructively-debonded cell 

showing torn Si transferred to the device side at seal ring. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have investigated the influence of Ru contamination in Al-Ge eutectic bonding, which is 

extensively used in the MEMS fabrication process. The strong impact on melting temperature 

from Ru content in Al-Ru and Ge-Ru binaries raises concerns of a detrimental role for Ru in 

Al-Ge bonding. Using stacked blanket layers of Al, Ge and Ru in several arrangements we 

were able to confirm 1) proper formation of Al-Ge melts in both Ru/Al/Ge and Ru/Ge/Al 

stacks, 2) good wetting for Al-Ge eutectic melt on Ru, and 3) the performance of Ru as a 

diffusion barrier in a Al/Ru/Ge stack. No Kirkendall voids were observed at any Ru interfaces, 

suggesting very low diffusion of Ru into the other species. From inspection of the binary 

constituents of Al-Ge-Ru we propose that Al-Ge eutectic melting temperature will decrease 

marginally for Ru contamination in a 1-2% range before a drastic increase in melting 

temperature (>10°C/% Ru) at higher Ru compositions. Finally, 200 mm wafers bearing MEMS 

devices with Ru contacts were successfully fabricated using Al-Ge eutectic bonding, with 

strong bonds confirmed in destructive deprocessing. 
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APPENDIX 

Si diffusion is known to significantly interfere with the formation of Al-Ge eutectic. To validate 

our experimental approach regarding Ru we performed similar annealing experiments with 

stacks of Al, Ge and Si without and with diffusion barriers of SiO2 and TiW, depicted in Fig. 

4.5. Layer stacks were deposited with HF cleaning of Ge prior to Al deposition to prevent 

interference by intermediate oxides. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

17Fig. 4.5: Si impact on Al-Ge verification. a) layered structure of samples Si-1, Si-2 and Si-

3 for Si poisoning confirmation and diffusion barrier evaluation. Thicknesses are <1000 nm 
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(Ge), 1000 nm (Al), 200 nm (SiO2) and 200 nm (TiW). b) Post-anneal samples examined by 

SEM cross-sectioning. Al-Ge melt inhibition is clearly observed (top) with well-defined 

layers and Kirkendall voids at the Si/Ge interface. With a SiO2 diffusion barrier Al-Ge melt 

forms (middle) but does not properly wet the barrier. Proper melt and wetting behavior on 

TiW (bottom). 

 

After annealing, Si-1 has two distinct layers of the original thicknesses, indicating a 

failure of the Ge and Al to make a eutectic despite good contact, heating and removal of Ge 

oxide before Al deposition. The bottom layer of Ge features significant Kirkendall voids, 

indicating Ge/Si interdiffusion and Ge loss to the substrate. Case Si-2 shows eutectic melt on 

top of the SiO2 diffusion barrier, with no differentiable Ge and Al layers; notably, the melt’s 

wetting of the oxide barrier is poor, resulting in large cavities in the melt. In contrast, a 

successful eutectic formed on top of the TiW diffusion barrier of Si-3 with good adhesion to 

the barrier and no interface voids. Both barriers have blocked Si diffusion to allow full Al-Ge 

melting. These wettability results are compatible with a reference[86], who found Al-Ge melt 

wetting on SiO2 to be inferior to TiN. 
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4.3 Supplemental material 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The article ‘Exploring Ru compatibility with Al-Ge eutectic wafer bonding’ finds high Ru 

compatibility with the wafer bonding process when considering potential problems of ternary 

alloy poisoning, wettability and Ru diffusion. It concludes with real wafer bonds with Ru-

bearing devices that were determined to be strong. These wafers used ‘new’ (not Ru-processed) 

Al for bonding, separate from contact Al under Ru. Anneals with conformal deposition of 

materials do not account for other sources of potential bond inhibition arising from processed 

Al, and in this supplemental section additional integration challenges with the Ru contact 

impact on bonding are discussed along with their mitigation options. These challenges are 

conducted through the processed Al under Ru, and the choice to use new Al to achieve the 

strong bonds presented in the publication is justified. Results discussed in the text are presented 

in Fig. 4.1, which summarizes the investigation of processed Al to achieve strong bonds, 

starting with an initial failure to duplicate the strong bonds of mechanical wafers (Fig. 4.6a) 

with product wafers (b). Further details on the bonding process development are presented in 

Appendix III. 

 

4.3.2 Alumina thickening 

During the patterning of Ru on Al the Al surface is exposed to an ICP etch with O2 and Cl2 to 

remove Ru[69]. O2-bearing plasmas are known to thicken alumina[71]. SEM inspection found 

excessive charging and thickened porous alumina on ICP-processed Al (Fig. 4.6c); XPS 

investigation confirms that for one sample the alumina is ~10 nm thick, increased from the 

native value of ~3 nm[72] (Fig. 4.6d). Such Ru-exposed Al fails to bond in short loop wafers, 

separating easily in knife tests, with optical microscopy confirming separation at the Al/Ge 

interface. This occurs despite an Ar plasma surface preparation process calibrated to remove 

alumina. Bonds with new Al to identical MEMS wafers were successful in knife tests. 

Mitigation options include increasing bond pressure to ‘crack’ the thicker alumina, or etching 

of alumina (e.g. with phosphoric acid); however, excess pressure could compromise gap 

control for the switch and is limited by the piston force of the equipment [66], and alumina 

etching can corrode the metallic Al. Ar plasma surface preparation duration could be increased, 

although alumina thickness can grow with extended Ar plasma treatment [71] and the process 

needs careful optimization, which may be difficult for removing non-uniform alumina. 

Forming gas treatment could also be adjusted to improve results or uniformity, though O2 is 
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expected to be from plasma rather than atmosphere. Additionally, H2O2 used to remove the 

TiW hard mask of Ru in some short loops also produced thickened alumina (Fig. 4.6g), 

suggesting that further atmosphere control would not be addressing the main sources of O2. 

Alternatively, the problem could be sidestepped by using new Al for bonding, separating 

bonding and contact Al by using two separate masks with separate etching steps. 

 

4.3.3 Mechanical Ru contamination 

Contamination in general inhibits wafer bonding[59]. EDS examination of the Al surface after 

Ru patterning detected some remnant Ru as particulates (Fig. 4.6e). Such particulates were seen 

in SEM inspection of failed bonds, transferred to the Ge bond (Fig. 4.6f), indicating that they 

remain superficial as mechanical obstructions to Al/Ge contact under bonding pressure. 

Mitigation options include optimizing the Ru etch to remove contamination with a longer etch, 

or increasing bonding pressure to embed particulates; however, alumina thickening could be 

exacerbated with prolonged ICP etching, and excess pressure could compromise gap control 

for the switch. Alternatively, as with alumina thickening, the problem could be sidestepped by 

using new Al for bonding. 

 

4.3.4 Al hillocking aggravation 

Compressive stress in the Al thin film is relieved during a thermal cycle by hillocking[54], 

[105]. Pre-bond thermal cycles associated with Ru patterning on Al can increase hillock density 

and height. Some failed bonds showed Al transfer to Ge at hillock summits only, with 

topography limiting true Al/Ge contact area (Fig. 4.6f). AFM inspection of annealed Al shows 

significant hillocking in blanket and patterned Al, comparable to the switch gap height, also 

problematic for switch performance. Mitigation options include capping the Al with a hard 

material[106], or increasing bond pressure to deform hillocks; however, the Al must be left 

exposed for Al-Ge eutectic bonding, and excess bonding pressure could compromise gap 

control for the switch. A hard cap of Ru is the general solution for Al hillocking at the switch 

contact site and at the actuation electrodes. Hillocks at those locations will similarly reduce 

true contact area of Au to capped Al to increase resistance at the contact, and could also adjust 

pull-in voltage, prevent switch closure, and/or short the switch. Alternatively, as with the 

previous Al issues, the problem could be sidestepped with new Al for bonding. 
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18Fig. 4.6: Processed Al surface inspection overview: a) Optical microscope inspection of 

debonded Device wafer, mechanical bond (SL1, bond 8-8), showing full Si breakage at seal 

ring and eutectic lamellae in cross-sectional SEM inspection (inset). b) Corresponding 

product-Device attempted bond (SL1 bond 14-17), showing no bond. c) SEM top-down 

inspection (InLens detector) of Al surface of same product Device, showing porous alumina 

in wafer center contrasted with original Al (inset). d) XPS spectral section of ICP-processed 

Al comparing oxidized and metallic Al peaks (left and right) to establish alumina thickness, 

versus native oxide spectrum reference (inset, from [72]). e) SEM image with EDS elemental 

map inset of Ru-processed Al after failed product bond showing asperity with Ru 

composition, indicating Ru contamination. f) Ru particulates transferred to MEMS wafer Ge 

surface after failed product bond at Al hillock print site, indicating reduced Al/Ge contact 

area. g) Debonded optical inspection, mechanical wafer (SL1 bond 24-18), isolating H2O2 

clean of TiW for bond impact, showing full Si breakage at seal ring, partial eutectic in cross-

sectional SEM (inset) with a thickened intermediate oxide inhibiting full Al-Ge mix. h) 

Optical inspection of debonded mechanical wafers (SL1 bond 4-4), showing partial failure 

under Ru and H2O2 impact with Ge/Si interdiffusion in cross-sectional SEM (inset), 

establishing additional cumulative effects for product wafer bond failure. (Image credits: 

Frédéric Banville for a, b, g and h; Sonia Blais for d; Mohamed Najah for e and f). 
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4.3.5 Summary 

The contact-on-bonding integration issues discussed here all act through Al, which is O2-

plasma exposed, Ru exposed and subjected to pre-bond thermal cycles. While independent 

options exist to compensate for these changes to Al, and increased bonding pressure would 

likely force a bond at the expense of gap control, all three problems can be obviated by 

separating bonding and contact Al, with ‘new’ Al with no Ru processing history for bonding. 

Product wafers with Ru contacts were successfully bonded using new Al, in contrast to failed 

bonds with Ru-processed Al to identical MEMS wafers. 
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Chapter 5: Mitigating re-entrant etch profile undercutting in Au wet 

etch with an aqua regia variant 
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Contribution to the document: 

The following article, ‘Mitigating re-entrant etch profile undercutting in Au wet etch with an 

aqua regia variant,’ investigates undercutting when etching Au microstructures on a metallic 

underlayer. Adhesion and barrier layers for Au are varied to identify the mechanism of 

undercutting and to demonstrate control of both galvanic and delamination-based undercut. 

The electrochemical explanation for control of galvanic undercut is presented. The 

supplemental material tracks Au surface evolution in the fabrication process and proposes Au 
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segmentation to address the formation of conglomerates. This article has been submitted to the 

Journal of the Electrochemical Society. Appendix II addresses topics treated briefly in the 

article that may be unfamiliar to the reader for context. 

 

French summary:  

L'article suivant, ‹‹Atténuation du profil réentrant dans la gravure humique de l’or par une 

variante de solution aqua regia››, étudie les problèmes liés à la gravure de microstructures d’Au 

sur une sous-couche métallique. Les couches d'adhérence et de barrière pour l'Au sont variées 

afin d'identifier le mécanisme causant le profil réentrant et de démontrer le contrôle sur les 

mécanismes galvanique et par délamination qui le cause. L'explication électrochimique du 

contrôle galvanique est présentée. Le matériel supplémentaire suit l'évolution de la surface 

d'Au dans le procédé de fabrication et propose une segmentation des structures d’Au pour 

mitiger la formation de conglomérats. Cet article a été soumis au Journal of the Electrochemical 

Society. L'annexe II de cette thèse aborde des sujets traités brièvement dans l'article et qui 

peuvent être peu familiers au lecteur pour le contexte. 

 

 

5.2 Article manuscript 

ABSTRACT 

We investigate the re-entrant undercut profile resulting from Au wet etching for patterning 

micron range thick films using an aqua regia-based solution in comparison with an iodine-

iodide-based commercial etchant. Our work discriminates between two undercutting 

mechanisms: galvanic acceleration of etch rate at the Au adhesion or barrier layer, and 

delamination-based undercutting. We tracked etch outcomes of feature size reduction from 

photoresist size, undercut Au in cross-section and lift-off of small (5-10 µm) features. Results 

indicate that galvanic undercutting is well-mitigated by the aqua regia solution compared to 

commercial etchant results. Good Au adhesion eliminates undercut for 500 nm-thick Au and 

mitigates it by ~80% for 1 µm-thick Au. We discuss the electrochemical origin of this mitigated 

galvanic undercut. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Au is widely used as a reliable conductor in microelectronics and microelectromechanical 

systems (MEMS)[13]. However, patterning Au by lift-off is disfavored in industrial 

applications due to low yield, while dry etching requires high temperature processes and suffers 

redeposition. The wet etching of Au therefore remains a commonly used approach[107]. As 

resist feature size decreases the undercut become more impactful[108]. Patterning thicker films 

with Au features on the scale of the undercut can undermine and remove those features from 

the substrate[107].  

Patterning thick films favors etchants with a high etch rate for throughput as well as for 

controlling rate inhomogeneity[108]. Au wet etching with iodine-iodide-based solution is a 

standard commercial choice but suffers from undercutting when patterning Au on metallic 

underlayers[107]. Cyanide-based solutions generally avoid undercut but are disfavored due to 

health and environmental impacts. The difference in etch profile outcome between these 

options arises from the respective kinetic and mass transport control of their reaction in Au 

dissolution[107], [109]–[111]. Au etching with chlorinated solutions such as aqua regia is 

under intermediate reaction control[112]–[115] and so might be shifted to favor mass transport 

control and achieve the desirable etch profiles of cyanide with a more manageable solution. 

Aqua regia, a 3:1 mixture of HCl and HNO3, is the most well-known way to dissolve Au and 

can exhibit a high etch rate relative to alternatives. However, aqua regia is rarely chosen for 

microfabrication applications because of its instability and poor selectivity to other 

materials[116]. Choosing a blanket underlayer compatible with aqua regia such as Cr or Ti can 

address this latter issue. Such underlayers are often chosen for Au or other metals as an 

adhesion layer[43].  

However, standard aqua regia etching of noble metals with a metallic underlayer can 

still produce undercut in excess of 1 µm[117] with a galvanic corrosion process comparable to 

iodine-iodide undercutting. The term ‘undercut’ (or ‘underetch’) is used in literature for 

multiple phenomena potentially co-occurring, and galvanic undercutting must be distinguished 

from alternative mechanisms such as delamination. This paper is dedicated to mitigating 

undercut in the Au etch with an aqua regia based solution and clarifying the undercutting 

mechanism at work when it occurs. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

In Fig. 5.1 we define with schematics five non-ideal etch profiles that all have an undercut and 

which have been reported in literature[116], [118]–[123]. Undercut with a re-entrant profile is 

limited to examples (a) and (b), the galvanic undercut and the delamination-based undercut 

respectively. A re-entrant profile produces a feature that is larger at the top of the film than at 

the base, so layer/underlayer contact area is smaller than a top-down inspection would suggest. 

This allows for the detachment of small features approaching the width of twice the undercut. 

Distinguishing between these two re-entrant profiles is this paper’s focus, and all measurements 

of undercut reported in the results are re-entrant undercuts. 

The other non-idealities also called undercuts include etch creeping in the top interface due to 

poor resist adhesion (Fig. 1c), extended isotropic etching due to overetching (d), and 

undermining of the underlayer by poor etch selectively (e). If these other undercuts co-occur 

with a re-entrant profile the total undercut can be extended. 

 

19Fig. 5.1: Illustrations of various undercut profiles and definitions used in this paper, with 

undercut ‘U’ and feature size reduction from photoresist dimension ‘FSR’. a) Re-entrant 

profile caused by galvanic acceleration; b) re-entrant profile caused by delamination; c) Au 

thinning with poor Au/resist adhesion; d) resist undercutting by extended isotropic etch; e) 

undercutting by etching of underlayer. 

 

Au etching experiments were performed with stack variations made from a baseline 

stack of Ti/TiN/Au (10/100/500 nm), shown in Fig. 5.2. Ti serves as an adhesion layer and TiN 

functions as a diffusion barrier. In all these variants the local galvanic potential between Au 

and the underlayer is expected to be approximately constant[124]–[126] with similar work 

functions in Ti and TiN. 
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20Fig. 5.2: Layered structures of baseline stack and variants 1-4. 

 

Variation 1 adds delamination control with an extra adhesion layer for Au. Au thickness 

was increased to 1 µm for variations 2 to 4, expected to aggravate undercut and feature size 

reduction (FSR) issues. Variations 2 and 3 have adhesion layers for photoresist and Au 

respectively to explore delamination control. Variation 4 has both adhesion layers.  

These stacks were selected to answer 3 general questions: 

1) What is the impact of using an adhesion layer to control delamination of the Au 

layer?  

2) What is the impact of using a compressively-stressed adhesion layer to support the 

resist layer while aggravating Au delamination? 

3) If the etch is extended for patterning thicker Au, are undercut and FSR aggravated? 

Metal stacks were deposited by sputtering on Si wafers. Photolithography was 

conducted prior to Au etching to define test features of 10×10 and 5×5 µm2, using OIR positive 

resist at a thickness of 2 µm. Etching was performed with a variation of the aqua regia etch at 

1:3 HCl:HNO3 instead of the standard 3:1 composition, with dilution to achieve a final molar 

ratio of 1:3:56 HCl:HNO3:H2O. A minor addition (<1% volume) of acetic acid improves 

solubility and Au dissolution rate[127]. Etches were conducted at room temperature for 8-16 

minutes to remove 500 nm to 1 µm of Au, with etch time terminated by visual observation of 

Au removal across wafers. After Au etching these samples were stripped of photoresist. Hot 

H2O2 was used to remove the top Ti layer for variants 2 and 4. Undercut of the form depicted 

in Fig. 1e was expected for variant 4 by this Ti removal step but was not observed.  
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Wafers were cleaved to access etch profile cross-sections of the test features by 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for undercut length measurement. Top-down inspection 

was conducted by SEM to measure FSR relative to resist dimension. True photoresist 

dimensions were verified by measurement prior to removal. Inspection for feature loss 

indicating large undercut were made by SEM and optical microscopy. 

A total of 104 FSR and 50 undercut measurements were taken to produce sufficient 

data for statistical analysis and allow appropriate etching outcome comparisons. Because these 

measurements were expected to be affected by within-sample variations and by measurement 

error (observation and cross-section quality), we performed analysis of variance 

(ANOVA)[128] to identify statistically significant differences of etch outcome between stacks. 

ANOVA testing is limited in statistical power by the smallest sample size, with a minimum 

sample size of 8 per determination of average FSR and undercut per stack; unequal sample 

sizes are not expected to bias the ANOVA findings. ANOVA can confirm significant variation 

in a set of treatments but does not point to particular comparisons. We therefore performed a 

Tukey-Kramer test on pairwise treatments for both FSR and undercut measurements. This 

allows us to identify most and least significant variation between treatments.  

For additional comparison we performed a Au etch with a commercial iodine-iodide 

etchant (Type TFA, Transene) on both a Ti/TiN/Au stack and a variant with a Au adhesion 

layer. Commercial etchant results are presented in Appendix A. 

 

RESULTS 

Fig. 5.3 presents typical etch profiles for the various stacks. The photoresist profile is overlaid 

to guide the eye. The stated feature size reduction (FSR) from photoresist dimension and 

undercut with re-entrant profile measurements are means obtained from measurements. 
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                                            (a)                                                                      (b) 

 

                                                   (c)                                                                       (d) 

 

(e) 

21Fig. 5.3: Sample etch profile measurements taken by SEM imaging of cross-sections after 

resist and Ti removal to access Au, baseline stack (a) and variants 1-4 (b-e). Mean feature 

size reduction (FSR) and re-entrant undercut values indicated. Expected position of 

photoresist marked in red to guide the eye. A Ti adhesion layer for Au eliminates (a vs. b) or 

mitigates undercut (c vs. e). An adhesion layer for resist aggravates undercut (a vs. c, b vs. e). 

Etch profiles are consumed by large FSR without a resist adhesion layer at 1 µm-thick Au 

(d). 
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The impact of using a Ti adhesion layer on TiN to mitigate Au delamination is to reduce 

undercut (variant 1 and 4, Fig. 5.3b and e), eliminating it for 500 nm-thick Au. Using a resist 

adhesion layer increases Au delamination which increases undercut (variation 2, Fig. 5.3c, 

corresponding to undercut in Fig. 5.1b) while FSR is mitigated with use of an adhesion layer 

for resist (variations 2 and 4, Fig. 5.3c and e). Without a resist adhesion layer for etching at 1 

µm thickness large FSR occurs (Fig. 5.3d) and largely consumes the etch profile by etch 

creeping at the top interface (as depicted in Fig. 5.1c). When both adhesion layers are combined 

(variation 4, Fig. 5.3e) the previous effects compete. We observe a smaller FSR compared to 

the baseline stack and some re-entrant etching due to Au delamination, but also reduced 

compared to the baseline stack.  

Consequently, variation 2 is expected and confirmed to have the most significant 

feature loss with its large delamination-based undercut, presented in Fig. 5.4. Small features 

(5×5 µm2 squares) experienced loss due to undercuts of >1 µm, whereas loss in other samples 

is negligible. 

 

22Fig. 5.4: Feature loss consequences of exacerbated delamination-based undercut in 

variation 2. Optical microscope survey of small feature (5×5 µm2) loss to a large Au undercut 

of >1 µm, with TiN/Au contact area reduced to <3×3 μm2. Inset: example SEM cross-section 

with large undercuts. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

23Fig. 5.5: Whisker plots of measurement outcomes, FSR from expected resist dimensions 

(a) and re-entrant undercut (b). ANOVA finds significant variation in both treatment sets. 

Tukey-Kramer pairwise comparisons find significant variation for all pairs except for FSR 

analysis, baseline vs. variation 3. 

 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) confirmed at p < 0.05 significant variation in FSR and 

undercut outcomes between stacks despite in-group variation in measurements and 

measurement error. The distributions of measurements are presented in Whisker plots in Fig. 

5.5. Post hoc testing using the Tukey-Kramer test method with pairwise comparisons found 

significant variation in comparisons between 9 of 10 treatment pairs for FSR and between all 

3 treatment pairs for undercut (selecting non-zero undercut measurements). Pairs can be ranked 
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in significance based on the studentized range statistic Q. The effects described qualitatively 

above are supported by the strongest contrasts. The least significant or insignificant at p < 0.05 

comparisons suggest relatively weak influence of an Au adhesion layer on FSR (baseline vs. 

variation 3, variations 2 vs. 4, FSR analysis) and partial neutralization of Au adhesion and resist 

adhesion layer impacts on undercut when they are combined (baseline vs. variation 4, undercut 

analysis). Table 5.1 in Appendix B provides the summary of mean comparisons made from 

SEM cross-section inspection of etch profiles. Appendix B also outlines ANOVA F-test and 

post hoc results in Tables 5.2-5.5. 

 

DISCUSSION    

Differences in electrochemistry between the iodine-iodide, cyanide and aqua regia Au etchants 

produce etch profiles with or without galvanic undercutting. This detrimental outcome is 

routine in the iodine-iodide etching system for removing Au with metallic underlayers. It is 

less likely with the cyanide etch[109], [110]. This difference arises[107] from the iodine and 

cyanide etch chemistries (see Fig. 5.6) being respectively kinetically controlled (a) and mass-

transport controlled (b) at standard concentrations. In mass-transport limited electrochemical 

etching current saturates with increasing electric potential (the galvanic couple between Au 

and underlayer), and etch rate is limited by the diffusion of species in solution to the surface. 

This explains the favorable etch profiles from cyanide etchant[112]. Au etching with iodine-

iodide solutions suffers from undercut because there is no such mass transport current 

saturation with the kinetically controlled reactions. With iodine-iodide etching of Au current 

can increase significantly at the end of the etch when the galvanic couple is exposed to solution. 

The anodic/cathodic reaction area ratio (Au vs. Au + underlayer) reduces to increase anodic 

current density when uncovered Au is removed near the end of patterning to leave feature sides 

exposed, amplifying this change. 
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24Fig. 5.6: Stoichiometry of Au etching reactions. a) Iodine-iodide system etching, kinetic 

process; b) cyanide system etching (depicted with O2 oxidant), mass-transport limited 

process; c) aqua regia system etching, summary of a more complicated chemistry with mixed 

control of anodic reaction. 

 

The Au etch electrochemistry of aqua regia (Fig. 5.6c) cannot be labelled simply under 

mass transport or kinetic control because the reaction kinetics are intermediate[113], [114].  

The anodic dissolution of Au in chloride solutions is complex and produces both Au(III) and 

Au(I) in varying proportions[129]. Dissolution reactions[115], [130] can then include a favored 

3e- process, 

  

Au + 4Cl- = AuCl4
- + 3e-;  for Au(III)  

 

and a secondary 1e- process, 

 

Au + 2Cl- = AuCl2
- + 1e-;         for Au(I) 

 

Au dissolution by the dominant 3e- process is mass transport controlled, but dissolution 

by the 1e- process is under kinetic control[112], and this injects variation into etch outcomes 

when these processes compete, as Au(I)/Au(III) ratio varies in electrochemistry experiments 

under the influence of many parameters (including container material). While Au chlorination 

is primary a mass transport process with the 3e- reaction having a lower energy barrier there is 

some Au(I) generation by the kinetically controlled process. In the electrorefining of Au 

minimizing Au(I) is desirable and can be achieved in conditions of low chloride 
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concentration[131]. Decreasing chloride concentration favors Au dissolution with Au(III) as 

chloride mass transport to the surface for rapid consumption becomes the rate-limiting step, 

and in cyclic voltammetry of anodic Au stripping with dilute aqua regia only the Au(III) 

reaction is detectable[132]. Thus, by diluting aqua regia and/or departing from the standard 3:1 

HCl:HNO3 molar ratio to produce a lower chloride concentration[133] the overall etch 

becomes more purely mass-transport controlled, minimizing galvanic corrosion that leads to 

undercut. To the knowledge of these authors this adjustment for aqua regia to mitigate galvanic 

undercut in patterning thin films has not been previously reported. 

Stabilizing oxidation state ratio for reproducibility of etch outcome is a non-issue for 

aqua regia, which cannot be stored. With fresh preparation of the etch bath immediately before 

each use there is no need for consideration of storage effects, though processing multiple wafers 

with the same bath could introduce the need to track and stabilize Au(I)/Au(III) for consistent 

etch profiles. In contrast to kinetic control, mass-transport controlled etching introduces 

additional variation in local etch rates as a function of substrate position in the bath, the 

direction of gravity, and convection of solution[108], which has likely introduced noise in the 

collected measurements as etch times were determined by visual inspection of the entire wafer. 

In general, the bath environment needs rigorous control. Statistical methods were used to 

increase confidence in comparisons despite this variation. 

Delamination endures as a problem for Au etch profile outcome, promoted by high 

tensile stress in the Au film and poor adhesion to the underlayer[56], [134]. Delamination-

control with adhesion layers and stress engineering of metallized stacks is an optimization 

problem contending with other considerations depending on process of application. In the 

Ti/TiN/Au baseline metallization stack Au adhesion is weak to the TiN diffusion barrier[44], 

[50], [134]. Despite Ti being the long-established first choice for Au adhesion on Si[47] it is 

not suitable for direct contact with Au for some applications like microswitches[34]. The 

experiments outlined in this paper favor reconsideration of TiN due to its poor adhesion to Au 

resulting in delamination and re-entrant undercut for films ≥500 nm in thickness potentially 

removing small features. A material like TiW could serve as both a diffusion barrier and an 

adhesion layer[53], [135]. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The galvanic undercut for wet etching of Au on a metallic underlayer has been mitigated for 

an aqua regia based solution by reducing the chloride fraction, strong dilution, and an acetic 

acid addition. Using various metal stacks that include adhesion layers and diffusion barriers, 

we were able to identify TiN/Au delamination as the main source of undercut, which is 

exacerbated by a Au/resist adhesion layer. With adhesion layers undercut was eliminated at 

500 nm and mitigated by ~80% at 1 µm. Galvanic undercut was not observed in any of these 

etches using the aqua regia variant. An explanation for this outcome based on shifted 

electrochemistry to a more purely mass-transport-controlled anodic reaction is presented. The 

aqua regia based solution has achieved an outcome comparable to the cyanide Au etch profile 

with a more manageable solution. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A: 

To verify that the standard galvanic undercut would occur on these stack variations a 

commercial iodine-iodide Au etchant (Type TFA, Transene) was used to define Au lines on a 

Ti/TiN/Au wafer similar to those used for the aqua regia study in Fig. 5.2 at 1 µm-thick Au 

with no Au adhesion layer to control delamination (dubbed ‘DC-’), with SEM etch profile 

cross-sections shown in Fig. 5.7a. Significant undercut of ~1 µm was observed. To suppress 

any delamination-based undercut that might co-occur a new stack with reduced Au thickness 

and a TiW adhesion layer[53] was created (dubbed ‘DC+’). After patterning with the 

commercial etchant a large >1 µm undercut was still observed at feature edges (Fig. 5.7b) in 

cross-section, confirming that this issue for the iodine-iodide commercial etchant is not 

mitigated by adhesion-promotion but arises from the kinetic control of the electrochemical 

reaction. 
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25Fig. 5.7: SEM images of cross-sections of undercut outcomes from commercial iodine-

iodide Au etchant. a) Etching with no adhesive layer and no delamination control ‘DC-,’ 

showing significant undercut; b) etching with an adhesive layer and reduced thickness for 

delamination control ‘DC+,’ with galvanic undercut persisting. 

 

Appendix B: 

Table 5.1 presents global comparisons of impacts from adhesion layers and Au thickness, 

lumping multiple stacks for some comparisons to produce a summary. Undercut is mitigated 

by a Au adhesion layer. Feature size reduction (FSR) is improved by an adhesion layer for 

photoresist, which simultaneously increases undercut by inducing additional tensile stress in 

Au. Poor resist adhesion is more significant at 1 µm with a longer etch, and etch profiles are 

consumed without an adhesion layer for resist. 

 

5Table 5.1: Global comparisons of impacts. 

Q1: Au adhesion layer 

impact 

Q2: Resist adhesion layer 

impact 

Q3: Au thickness increase 

impact 

Mean FSR decrease:  

350 nmA  

Mean FSR decrease: 

400 nmC  

Mean FSR increase: 

1000 nmE  

Mean undercut reduction:  

500 nmB  

Mean undercut increase:  

400 nmD  

NA:  

Etch profile consumed 

A: Baseline vs 1, 2 vs. 4 

B: Baseline vs. 1 (eliminated), 2 vs. 4 (80% reduction) 

C: 3 vs. 4 

D: Baseline vs. 2 (indirect, unequal thickness), 1 vs. 4 (indirect, unequal thickness) 

E: 1 vs. 3 
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Tables 5.2 to 5.5 presents the ANOVA and Tukey-Kramer test outcomes for FSR and 

undercut measurements. Both ANOVAs and all pairs considered save one have statistically 

significant variation at p < 0.05. The lowest values of the studentized range statistic Q generated 

in the Tukey-Kramer test indicate the least significant contrasts. In the FSR results the baseline 

vs. variation 3 and variation 2 vs. 4 pairs are highlighted as insignificant or least significant. 

Both indicate less significant impact on FSR from Au adhesion. In the undercut results the 

baseline vs. variation 4 pair is highlighted as least significant, indicating neutralization of 

stronger isolated impacts from adhesion layers for Au and resist when they are combined for a 

thicker Au film. 

 

6Table 5.2: ANOVA for significant variation in FSR between all stacks, with the F statistic > 

F critical. 

ANOVA F-test: FSR variation 

Group N Mean (nm) Std. Dev. (nm)   

Baseline 8 1096 138   

Var 1 13 225 90   

Var 2 28 661 62   

Var 3 11 1207 59   

Var 4 44 797 99   

Sum 104     

      

Source SS df MS F-stat P 

Between groups 7153621 4 1788405 225 E-49 

Within groups 786859 99 7948   

Sum 7940480 103    

F-critical (p < 0.05) 2.46     
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7Table 5.3: Post hoc Tukey-Kramer test for pairwise variation in FSR, with 9 of 10 pairs 

significant. The insignificant and less significant contrasts are indicated. 

Tukey-Kramer test: FSR comparisons 

Q critical (p < 0.05) 3.92   

Pair Q P Notes 

Baseline vs. 1 30.7 E-10  

B vs. 2 17.2 E-10  

B vs. 3 3.79 0.0641 Not significant 

B vs. 4 12.3 E-10  

1 vs. 2 20.6 E-10  

1 vs. 3 38.0 E-10  

1 vs. 4 28.7 E-10  

2 vs. 3 24.4 E-10  

2 vs. 4 9.0 E-8 Less significant 

3 vs. 4 19.3 E-10  

 

8Table 5.4: ANOVA F-test for significant variation in undercut between all stacks with non-

zero undercut, with the F statistic > F critical. 

ANOVA F-test: Undercut variation 

Group N Mean (nm) Std. Dev. (nm)   

      

Baseline 12 632 192   

Var 2 14 1160 210   

Var 4 8 231 44   

Sum 34     

      

Source SS df MS F-stat P 

Between groups 4671635 2 2335817 73 E-12 

Within groups 994400 31 32077   

Sum 5666034 33    

F-critical (p < 0.05) 3.30     
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9Table 5.5: Post hoc Tukey-Kramer test for pairwise variation in undercut, with all pairs 

significant. The less significant contrast is indicated. 

Tukey-Kramer test: Undercut comparisons 

Q-critical (p < 0.05) 3.48   

Pair Q P Notes 

Baseline vs. 2 10.6 E-8  

B vs. 4 7.0 E-5 Less significant 

2 vs. 4 16.6 E-12  

 

5.3 Supplemental material 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The article ‘Mitigating re-entrant etch profile undercutting in Au wet etch with an aqua regia 

variant’ finds that undercut can be eliminated or reduced for thick Au films by adhesion 

promoters. The standard galvanic undercut problem for wet etching Au on metallic underlayers 

was mitigated by the shifted electrochemistry of the aqua regia variant. The fabrication and 

bonding have additional consequences for the quality of the contact through Au. In this 

supplemental section these other impacts are discussed along with their mitigation options. In 

this context mitigating Au undercut becomes more critical. 

 

5.3.2 Au asperities discovery 

Roughness on the switch’s contact surfaces adds resistance and contributes to aging[32], [136], 

and large and thick asperities will short the switch. After bonding and deprocessing of MEMS 

Au asperities with height approaching the contact gap thickness were identified on some 

contacts by SEM, especially on large-area actuation electrodes features (Fig. 5.8) and contact 

dimple edges. Material transfer to the Ru contact was observed at these locations, along with 

squashing of large asperity tops. Delamination bubbles similar to other annealing experiments 

in literature[137] co-occurred with these asperities in large features. Pre-anneal Au examined 

at intermediate fabrication steps was generally free of such asperities, and these conglomerates 

are identified as hillocks created during thermal cycles to relieve compressive stress. 
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26Fig. 5.8: Deprocessed product wafer actuation electrodes affected by Au topography post-

bond, featuring hillocking and delamination with significant Au transfer (SL2, bond 2-13, 

product wafers, 14 kN): a-b) SEM top-view inspection, corresponding debonded MEMS and 

Device wafers, actuation electrode region with central stoppers. Large Au transfer spots (red 

circles) at delamination bubbles. c) EDS confirmation of Au transfer to Device Ru surface. d) 

Cross-sectional SEM inspection (tilted 15°) on single Au hillock on MEMS electrode. e) 

Opened delamination bubble with transferred Au. 

 

5.3.3 Au hillocking steps in fabrication 

Hillocking in Au is a complex phenomenon dependent on thickness, grain structure, annealing 

temperature and time, metallization support, and previous thermal cycles[138]. Stages of Au 

topography evolution after Au etching were identified to determine probable contributors: 

resist stripping in Au photolithography, Ge deposition/etching, DRIE release of structures and 

bonding. In MEMS integration these effects combine, giving the final Au an extensive list of 

potential sources for surface modification. 

 

Resist stripping 

Patterning Au with the wet etch is followed by an RIE etch of Ti/TiN underlayers and resist 

stripping. Stripping at elevated temperatures was found to affect Au topography, producing 

roughness in optical inspection following a 200°C process. An alternative strip process at 

150°C was selected and found to produce clear surfaces. Release of film stress by hillocking 

becomes possible at a threshold temperature, near 200°C for Au films of similar thickness[138]. 

This outcome suggests the threshold temperature for Au topography modification for this 

thickness, grain structure and underlayer support. 
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Ge impact on Au 

In the fabrication process Ge is physical vapor deposited on Au and wet etched. Changes to Au 

cleanliness, topography and film stress were checked for.  

Ge deposition occurs below AuGe eutectic temperatures at the Au/Ge interface. XPS 

analysis identified small amounts of Ge oxide on post-etch Au. Oxide impact on Au contact 

performance was deemed to be null, with established HF cleaning of Ge oxide for Ge features 

adequate. Metallic Ge was confirmed to be absent by anneals above the AuGe eutectic 

temperature which did not produce melt, which was produced separately for comparison.  

Small-scale Au topography was found to be modified after Ge etching by AFM analysis 

(shown in Fig. 5.9) and SEM. Post-Ge Au topography has been inverted (grain boundary 

trenches converted to ridges), with the new surface features matching Ge grain size. Ge wet 

etchant alone (an aluminum etchant) did not change Au topography. All changes from Ge are 

<30 nm of height. A ridged surface presents less initial area for contact to increase resistance, 

but under pressure these ridges are expected to deform and restore area. Ge deposition has 

occurred with a thermal cycle below the suspected hillocking threshold, with a chamber 

temperature of 50°C. 

  

(a) (b) 

27Fig. 5.9: AFM inspection of Au surfaces, 1x1 µm2 areas. a) original Au surface after 

deposition, with trenches at grain boundaries. b) modified Au surface following Ge 

deposition and etch, with increased roughness and inverted topography with ridges. 

 

Au film stress after depositing and cooling Ge on Au could become more tensile. Wafer 

curvature measurements on blanket depositions of Ti/TiN/Au stacks indicated ~100 MPa 

tensile stress in the post-anneal stack with 500 nm Au independent of Ge. Raman spectroscopy 

of local stress in Si induced by Ti/TiN/Au at 500 nm Au after Ge deposition in complete MEMS 
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confirms ~100 MPa tensile stress in the stack, not demonstrably changed by Ge or other non-

bond steps. Tensile Au stress is attributed to the metallization, with highly compressive Ti and 

TiN films. Overall, no direct evidence of a contact issue from Ge was found. Resist stripping 

after Ge patterning occurs at 150°C. 

 

DRIE and bond 

The most severe changes to the Au surface were discovered post-bond (Fig. 5.10). Test 

structures were created to identify a size threshold for post-bond roughness after observing 

adjacent regions of smooth and rough Au in MEMS structures by SEM (a). Surveys 

discriminated between unreleased mechanical and released product wafers with DRIE etching 

to create the MEMS structures (b and c), finding aggravated topography (>100% hillock areal 

density increase) for test structures on released product Si. DRIE release adds thermal cycles: 

hard baking of photoresist at 200°C, and resist stripping at 150°C. As a minor mitigation option, 

reducing resist bake temperature below the suspected hillocking threshold could compromise 

DRIE outcome but is expected to reduce Au topography, noting the beneficial substitution of 

resist strip process at the Au patterning step. 

 

28Fig. 5.10: Au hillocking variation with feature size (SL2 7-5, product wafers). a) Test 

structure inspiration, SEM top-down inspection of MEMS bridge arm and actuation electrode 

edge features post-bond, with adjacent smooth Au (green section) and rough Au (red section). 

b) Square test structures 15-50 µm in width in post-bond, mechanical wafer without DRIE 

release, >30 µm squares affected by hillocking (red), with edge relaxation allowing for 

smooth smaller features (green). c) Product wafer adding DRIE release of MEMS structures, 

indicated counts of hillocks in squares have increased due to additional stress relief. White 

square suggests true hillocking area within safety perimeter. 
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Au test structures ≥30 µm in width are affected by large hillocks. Local stress variation 

near edges[139], [140] can explain their pattern dependence, with a ‘safety perimeter’ of 

smooth Au surrounding rough Au attributed to edge relaxation of stress. The edge relaxes film 

stress by inducing compensating compressive stress in the substrate, which was detected by 

Raman spectroscopy in product samples. Statistically significant variation in areal hillock 

density was established by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and found to be eliminated by 

correcting to true hillocking area with a safety perimeter of ~10 µm for two classes of test 

structure. With edge effects accounted for areal density is consistent in the test structure size 

range. Like Al, the Au film can relieve compressive stress during a thermal cycle by hillocking. 

Unlike Al, hillocks in Au are larger than single grains and accumulate material from an 

extensive multi-grain area[138], so an edge also starves hillocks to reduce their size. A 

mitigation option that follows from these observations is Au segmentation into smaller features 

to reduce hillocking by introducing edge stress relaxation to the entire feature and limiting 

hillock growth accumulation area. Fig. 5.11 illustrates these concepts and proposals for 

segmenting Au features to improve the post-bond surface. Segmenting Au to smaller features 

amplifies the impact of undercut, making undercut mitigation as discussed in the publication 

more critical. 

    

                           (a)                                 (b)                                                        (c) 

  

               (d)                                                               (e)                                                        

29Fig. 5.11: Feature width impact on Au hillocking (a-c) and segmentation proposals (d-e). a) 

With edge relaxation local film stress near a feature edge is reduced from the central value, 

producing perimeter P below a threshold for hillock formation. Au features after bonding (b) 
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have smooth perimeter (green) surrounding rough Au (red). Additionally, growth of a hillock 

H consumes material from an extended area of the film (c), with smaller-width features 

reducing accumulation area. d) Segmentation proposal for a metal bridge with contacts C1 

and C2 to multiple smaller bridges to maintain conductivity with smaller-width features. e) 

large area Au features like actuation electrodes can be segmented with a hole grid to 

introduce edge relaxation to the entire feature. 

 

5.3.4 Summary 

The bond-on-contact process integration challenges discussed here are most significant for 

metallized Au on Si, which suffers from hillocking and delamination post-bond as the primary 

process integration issues. Au segmentation to address these issues makes undercut mitigation 

as discussed in the above article more critical. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
 

6.1 Overview 
This thesis outlines the development of process modules and their integration into the 

fabrication process sequence of a WLP ohmic RF MEMS switch. A novel combination of 

features with hermetic Al-Ge eutectic bonding, Au/Ru contact metallurgy, and cavity-SOI 

suspended structures made from monocrystalline Si has been created with a focus on reliability, 

which has been the consistent difficulty in RF MEMS switch products. 

 

6.2 Contributions 
Article 1 and its supplemental material in Chapter 4 address contact-on-bond impacts 

encountered during the process integration and decisions made to achieve strong bonding for a 

device bearing Ru contacts. Blanket deposition annealing experiments investigated Ru 

compatibility with Al-Ge bonding to exclude potential problems of alloying and dewetting with 

fresh and Ru-processed Al. A process window for Ru composition in Al-Ge was outlined based 

on available phase diagrams, and strong bonds with product wafers were achieved. The 

supplemental material details the process integration findings used to develop strong bonds, 

tracking multiple impacts on processed Al from Ru to justify the decision to introduce ‘new’ 

(non-Ru-processed) bonding Al. It concludes that the original Al surface under patterned Ru 

loses bonding ability through several cumulative effects: thickening alumina, adding Ru 

contamination and aggravating Al topography from hillocking. 

Article 2 and its supplemental material in Chapter 5 address bond-on-contact impacts 

encountered during the process integration and decisions made to achieve reliable Au/Ru 

contacts in packaged devices. Metallization stacks with varied delamination mitigation 

demonstrated control of re-entrant etch profile undercutting and mitigation of the standard 

galvanic undercut outcome for wet etching metallized Au. An aqua regia-based solution with 

shifted reaction control achieved this result. The supplemental material tracks the Au during 

fabrication. It concludes that Au hillocking from the bond thermal cycle is the dominant process 

integration challenge and can be mitigated by segmentation of Au features to introduce edge 

relaxation and starve hillock accumulation of material. This solution makes undercut control 

more critical. 
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6.3 Perspectives 

6.3.1 Short-term 

In the near-term electrical characterization of the switches in the current array needs to advance 

to make comparisons between more switch designs after WLP. Literature of ohmic RF MEMS 

switches with Au/Ru contact metallurgy has tested unpackaged or non-hermetically sealed 

devices, so the condition and performance of the switches after the full fabrication process with 

eutectic wafer bonding between designs needs to be determined. It is already established that 

within-wafer non-uniformity in DC characterization corresponds to non-uniformity in bond 

outcome, and that this effect is more severe for one tested switch design than another. It is 

expected that full characterization of the whole array’s devices will allow identification of more 

robust designs in the packaged switches. The switch designs are to be updated after these 

findings, with the current research establishing the need for dedicated bonding Al and Au 

feature segmentation. 

Additionally, hermeticity testing needs to be conducted to complement electrical aging 

results. The MIL-STD-833 test method 1014 from the United States Department of Defense 

gives a formal test of hermeticity based on a He leakage rate[141]. Up to this point high bond 

strength exceeding the yield strength of the substrate has been regarded as an indicator for 

adequate bonding, but exclusion of gas/moisture must be directly confirmed. 

As stated in Chapter 2 section 2.3, pure Au has challenges for contact reliability from 

its softness and stiction in studies of unpackaged switches. This work identified additional 

challenges from the process integration of the switch with its packaging that affect Au by stress 

relaxation. Relaxation of compressive stress during the bond produces significant hillocks and 

buckle delamination in large-width features. Relaxation of tensile stress, which is increased by 

the bond, can result in edge delamination undercutting and endangering small-width features. 

Au segmentation to widths between these two phenomena (as shown in Fig. 5.11) is a leading 

mitigation option to suppress hillocks. With smaller-width Au features edge relaxation releases 

stress from the entire feature, reducing the driving mechanism for hillocks.  

Future work can consider Au capping, thickness, grain size, and other parameters to also 

control hillocking and improve the post-bond contact. Capping a material with a hard layer can 

suppress the growth of hillocks [106]. Ru capping effectively suppressed Al hillocking on the 

Device wafer in this project, and Au/Ru-Ru/Au contact metallurgy has been demonstrated 

favorably [35], with less stiction. Such improvements would have to be balanced with reduced 

conductivity and the catalytic activity of Ru producing friction polymer. Film thickness also 
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impacts stress relaxation and final topography [138] [142], with the magnitude of the 

compressive stress driving hillock formation being greater in thicker films [143]. In the case of 

Au reducing thickness to a critical value (the height of one grain) greatly reduces the incidence 

of hillocks, which preferentially grow from diffusion along horizontal grain boundaries inside 

the film [138]. Columnar films with all horizontal grain boundaries outside the film are 

normally thin (<300 nm [143]), which would compromise conductivity and power handling in 

the switch. Enlarged grains for thicker columnar films could make this approach more viable. 

Threshold thickness values for reduced hillocking and reduced power handling for applications 

would have to be compared. Thinner films and larger grains also reduce hillock density in Al 

[144]. Other parameters influencing the post-bond Au contact surface roughness are the choice 

of underlayer [145], introduction of an alloying species (normally done to reduce Au stiction 

[34]), and the thermal cycle parameters of the bonding process (as well as pre-bond thermal 

cycles associated with resist stripping or baking). In general, the post-bond state in a packaged 

switch is the appropriate starting point for realistic contact reliability studies as opposed to the 

contacts of the unpackaged switch. 

 

6.3.2 Longer-term 

With strong bonds achieved bond-on-contact impacts are more significant at present and are 

concentrated on the Au contact and Au metallization to Si. 

Studies of local stress at edges, corners and steps to guide development of asperity-free 

contact dimples would significantly benefit the RF MEMS switch as it currently exists. Many 

of the switches discussed in this work suffer from post-bond Au hillocking concentrated at the 

dimple sites. The majority of hillocking studies address blanket films only. Raman 

spectroscopy can detect local stresses near discontinuities like edges in polarizable 

materials[146] and estimate stress in non-polarizable materials like metal lines by measuring 

adjacent Si strain. Alternatively, thinner Au films and Au with a columnar grain structure could 

be more hillock-resistant or hillock-free and could be substituted in if assumptions of necessary 

Au thickness are updated to permit thinner Au (<300 nm [138]). 

Another persisting issue is TiN/Au delamination, which introduces undercut and is 

severe enough to sometimes remove entire Au features when combined with contact stiction. 

Direct Au adhesion promotion by Ti is unsuitable for microswitch applications. Alternative 

materials like TiW could function as adhesion promotors and diffusion barriers simultaneously 
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and have been used to support Au in wafer bonding[53]. However, stress evolution during the 

course of a thermal cycle can result in buckling and failure of TiW as a barrier for Au [53], so 

as with contact reliability the issue of film delamination must be studied in the post-bond 

context. The consistent difficulty for RF MEMS switches is strong solutions for unpackaged 

switches that cannot advance through packaging. High-temperature ohmic contacts preserving 

Au in harsh environments such as in fossil fuel industry instrumentation[52] could be 

applicable to wafers that need bonding >400°C with satisfactory adhesion, diffusion barrier 

protection and stress relaxation tolerance. Thinner Au to improve post-bond surface 

morphology would also impact delamination. 

Au etching with the aqua regia-based solution mitigates the galvanic undercut problem 

and with delamination control has eliminated re-entrant undercut at 500 nm-thick Au. 

However, this is the result of a mass transport-controlled reaction with high etch rate non-

uniformity[108]. In the current Au etching setup this solution requires a small stagnant bath at 

room temperature with human observation of etch completion across the horizontal wafer, with 

significant non-uniformity and overetching of features. The bath could be improved with 

vertical orientation in a larger volume to process many wafers simultaneously, reducing non-

uniformity from the time-evolution of unstable aqua regia (which produces toxic gases and 

loses its reactivity), a problem that is more severe with the sequential etching of individual 

wafers used here. Restoring the usability of the commercial iodine-iodide Au etchant with 

kinetically-controlled reactions would alleviate this high non-uniformity and allow greater 

yield in larger baths with automation. An insulating adhesion promotor for Au would eliminate 

the need for non-commercial etchants to mitigate galvanic undercut, which is generally 

unavoidable with commercial etchants on Au metallized by Ti or Cr [107], [109]. Au adhesion 

without an intermediate metallic adhesion layer is critical for biosensing/photonics 

applications[147] and has been pursued with plasma treatment of Si surfaces. Reducing etch 

times with thinner Au would also address non-uniformity in local etch rates. As another 

alternative, while Au patterning by wet etching is dominant in industry in contrast to lift-off 

techniques with low yield, high-yield dry lift-off patterning of Au features with tape has been 

demonstrated [148].  
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Appendix I: Contextual information to Chapter 4 
 

The article reproduced in this chapter as section 4.2 assumes familiarity with several concepts. 

For clarity this appendix introduces the Al-Ge binary eutectic phase diagram and ternary alloy 

poisoning of Al-Ge from Si. Fig. 7.1 depicts the Al-Ge binary phase diagram with emphasis 

on the process window for successful bonding in the 420<T<450°C range.  

 

30Fig. 7.1: Al-Ge binary phase diagram, with liquidus line and eutectic point indicated under 

thermal ceiling at 450C. Adapted from [63]. 

 

Fig. 7.2 illustrates the ternary alloy poisoning of Al-Ge from Si within a space-model 

view of the ternary phase diagram (a), with binaries cross-sections for clarification (b-d). There 

is an immediate increase in true melting temperature in the ternary alloy as Si enters Al-Ge. 

This ternary has been mapped to illustrate this problem, but an analogous ternary addressing 

the metallurgical impact of Ru in Al-Ge is not available. 
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(a) 

 

 

        (b)          (c)         (d) 

 

31Fig. 7.2: (a) Al-Ge-Si ternary phase diagram, depicting the liquidus surface and the eutectic 

line relating the binary eutectic points. Edges of this figure are the binary phase diagrams (b) 

Al-Ge, (c) Ge-Si and (d) Al-Si. Ternary adapted from [84], binaries adapted from [63]. 
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Appendix II: Contextual information to Chapter 5 
 

The article reproduced in this chapter as section 5.2 assumes familiarity with several concepts. 

For clarify this appendix introduces the re-entrant etch profile, undercutting from edge 

delamination, and undercutting from galvanic acceleration of the electrochemical wet etch. 

Some additional commentary on the wet etch of Au with normal aqua regia is also given. Fig. 

8.1 presents an SEM cross-section of a small-width Au feature with significant re-entrant etch 

profile. Undercutting of Au has minimized the feature’s base. 

 

 

32Fig. 8.1: Small-width Au feature in SEM cross-section, showing a re-entrant undercut etch 

profile. 

 Fig. 8.2 depicts the typical thin-film stress evolution outcome during a thermal cycle 

for a film such as Au on a substrate as estimated by wafer bow measurements (a). Compressive 

stress increases in the heating film and can be relaxed at a threshold temperature, causing 

problems such as hillocking (b). Edge delamination can relieve tensile stress in the film (c) and 

is promoted by poor Au adhesion, with more tensile stress after a thermal cycle. Edge 

delamination can produce an undercut profile. 

   

          (a)        (b)    (c) 

33Fig. 8.2: (a) Typical stress evolution of a thin film on a substrate during a thermal cycle. 

Compressive stress relaxation can result in hillocking (b), while tensile stress relaxation can 

result in delamination at feature edges, producing a re-entrant undercut (c), indicated by the 

red box. 
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 Fig. 8.3 depicts the galvanic acceleration problem with wet etching metallized Au with 

a commercial Au etchant such as TFA and GE-8148 from Transene [149] or AU-5 from 

Cyantek [116], which all share KI/I2 chemistry. While etch proceeds to the bottom of the Au 

layer (a) the anodic and cathodic reactions occur together on the Au surface, with current 

confined to the Au surface and equal current densities between the half-reactions. When 

uncovered Au is removed (b) the anode shrinks to the sidewalls of features while the cathode 

remains large, with electron exchange through underlayer. This can result in a significant 

increase in anodic current density and lateral etch rate to undercut the feature (c).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

34Fig. 8.3: Galvanic acceleration of the electrochemical wet etch of metallized Au. (a) 

Anodic and cathodic reactions occur on equal area at Au surface while etch proceeds through 

layer, with equal current densities and current confined to the Au surface. Anodic and 

cathodic reaction asymmetry near end of etch (b), with reduced anode area to Au feature 

sidewalls and large cathode area allowing for potential increase in anodic current density and 

lateral etch rate. This can produce a re-entrant undercut in a metallized Au feature (500 nm 

Au on TiW in example), indicated by the red box. 

 

In this context, some commentary on aqua regia etching of Au can be given. Normal 

aqua regia (3:1 HCl:HNO3 in 2 parts water) consumes Au rapidly (e.g. 700 nm/min [116]), but 

in real etch outcomes the rates are unpredictable and there can be large undercut [150] even 

relative to the commercial TFA etchant. The solution generates toxic gases and cannot be 

stored, contributing to its unpredictable etch rate and requiring destruction after use. This is 

furthermore a very acidic solution (pH<1) demanding extensive safety precautions relative to 

commercial Au etchants (most with pH>6.5[149]). Despite these difficulties, it possesses an 

intermediate reaction control of the electrochemical etch that allows for tuning to suppress the 

galvanic undercut, detailed in Chapter 5. 
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Appendix III: WLP of an ohmic RF MEMS switch 
 

Two main sequences of short-loop runs, dubbed SL1 and SL2, each containing several 

attempted bonds, were created to integrate bonding with the rest of the fabrication process 

sequence. Table 9.1 presents some of the explored factors for bond outcome in SL1. ‘Bond 

outcome’ is not actually pass-fail and is characterized in several ways, but in preliminary work 

any bonding was noted, with IR imaging searching for eutectic squish-out at seal rings and 

casual (hand) handling and knife tests identifying weak or strong bonds. 
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10 

 

 

Table 9.1: SL1 attempted bonds with major explored factors in bond outcome. ‘Bond outcome’ is simplified to pass/fail with IR imaging and 

handling/knife test characterization. Product Device wafers initially could not replicate strong bonds with mechanical wafers with processed Al 

or incomplete Al replacement (red). Al surface processing history including Ru patterning was investigated to suggest multiple impacts and 

cumulative anti-bonding effect. A secondary issue came from buried Al in product wafers. Full-layer replacement with fresh bonding Al allowed 

product wafer bonds (green).
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Explored factors for bond outcome in SL1 included bond force, temperature, inclusion 

of a Si/X/Ge diffusion barrier, Au inclusion, Ru ICP etching, H2O2 clean of TiW hard mask, 

thermal oxide versus tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), Al thickness, and the presence/absence 

of fresh Al for bonding. Mechanical wafers bonded effectively with each other in all explored 

combinations, while product wafers attempting to replicate these bonds initially failed. Product 

Device wafers failed to bond to mechanical MEMS wafers that could bond to mechanical 

Device wafers, isolating the main source of bond failure to the product Device wafers. Process 

integration issues for the Al surface became the primary focus, and alumina thickening after 

Ru patterning was highlighted along with other impacts on Al from Ru, addressed in the 

supplemental material for Article 1 in Chapter 4. The Ru-processed Al surface can be replaced 

with new bonding Al, and the main finding of SL1 is the need for thick, unprocessed bonding 

Al to make the product wafers bond. Secondarily, a design rule change avoiding buried metal 

under large surface metal regions including seal rings also improved bond outcome by 

mitigating Al/SiO2 delamination, also unique to product Device wafers. 

Process sequence development updated the fabrication steps and short-loop 

experiments in SL2 to improve bonding as well as other outcomes. TiW support for Al was 

introduced to mitigate Al corrosion at vias during Al etching due to poor step coverage, with 

an initial thickness of 200 nm. SiO2 diffusion barriers for Si/X/Ge were discarded due to poor 

Al-Ge melt wetting on oxide found in SL1 outcomes and blanket deposition experiments 

(Article 1 Appendix). Bonding force at 24 kN was found to cause MEMS features to imprint 

on the Device wafer and would compromise gap control in the switch by eutectic squish-out, 

so lower force values were explored. The ‘bond outcome’ pass/fail condition was advanced 

with dicing survival being the definitive practical test to be satisfied for electrical testing and 

deprocessing post-test for full morphological characterization. 

As shown in Table 9.2, SL2 mechanical wafers could not bond below 24 kN until TiW 

support for Al was reduced from 200 to 100 nm thickness. TiW adhesion to Si and SiO2 has a 

strong dependency on thickness in this range[151]. MEMS-TiW as a Si/X/Ge diffusion barrier 

was discarded in SL2 with failed bonds at all pressures, with a diffusion barrier/adhesion trade-

off problem expected if exploration of this option continued. (This was the case in separate 

TiW/Au annealing experiments). After Device-TiW thickness reduction bonds at 7-14 kN were 

achieved with all product and mechanical wafers, surviving dicing to individuate cells. The 

bond interface is Si/Ge-Al/TiW/SiO2. 
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11 

 

Table 9.2: SL2 attempted bonds with major explored factors in bond outcome. ‘Bond outcome’ is simplified to pass/fail with wafer dicing to 

singulate cells complementing previous characterization. Bonding below 24 kN to preserve contact gap size initially failed with 200 nm Device-

TiW (red). Reducing Device-TiW thickness to mitigate delamination allows bonding below 24 kN (green). MEMS-TiW was discarded. Au and 

Ru were introduced to generate complete product wafer bonded at acceptable force preserving gap size. This outline of SL2 is abbreviated to the 

point where bond outcome becomes consistent at reduced force with all layers included.
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Once strong bonds were reliably created they were broken to examine their breakage 

interface. Bonding is not pass/fail despite the practical success of surviving dicing. Non-

destructive characterization with IR imaging (see section 3.2.4) could identify eutectic squish-

out or discontinuous seal-rings to qualify bonds as successful or not, but squish-out is irregular 

and bonds with squish-out still sometimes separated easily during handling. Knife tests can be 

used to measure bond strength for large-area wafer bonding but are reduced to pass-fail 

assessment here with seal rings, with strong bonds requiring high force to separate. If the bond 

strength exceeds the yield strength of the substrate torn Si will transfer to one side after 

debonding, and seal ring fraction torn at this desirable interface can be assessed.  

Fig. 9.1 presents an SEM inspection the debonded seal ring to inspect the Si/Ge-

Al/TiW/SiO2 bond. Despite the bond passing by surviving dicing the debonded results 

sometimes have two undesirable interfaces: Si/Ge due to Kirkendall voiding in the absence of 

a diffusion barrier, and TiW/SiO2 due to TiW delamination which was mitigated but not 

eliminated. With these effects in the seal ring this bond is partly dependent on eutectic squish-

out to seal areas outside the seal-ring where Si preferentially tears in deprocessing. The bond 

has significant within-wafer nonuniformity, with weaker bonds near the edge and bond-

dependent electrical characterization results. The bond impacts the final state of the contact, 

most critically the Au surface, addressed in the supplemental material for Article 2 in Chapter 

5. 

 

 

35Fig. 9.1: Characterization of Si/Ge-Al/TiW/SiO2 bond for mechanical wafers (SL2, bond 

9-16, mechanical wafers bonded at 24 kN). a-b) SEM top-view inspection, debonded seal 

rings of MEMS and Device wafers showing material loss through TiW delamination (Device 

to MEMS) and Si/Ge Kirkendall voiding (MEMS to Device) with broken silicon outside seal 

ring. c) SEM cross-section inspection, bonded seal ring edge with eutectic squish out, with 

voids and delamination visible. 
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